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During spring days college students focus attention on
fashions, social life and sports. This second annual Town
and Campus Spring Souvenir Issue reviews school activities and latest styles.

Revelries
oni
TIt
The laughable antics of the cast
of "Kiss Me Hello" will continue
tonight and tomorrow night in
the Morris ’Dailey auditorium.
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m.
Tickets for the hit comedy are
on sale in the Graduate Manager’s
oltice and at the door. Admission
is 60 cents for students and 90
cents general admission.
The story of a fraternitj presideal who trades his soul to the
devil for love was received by
capacity houses Wednesday and
Thursday nights.
Intermission conversation reported it to be "one of the best
,
Rtoelries.
-Revelries’ opening night couldnt have been any more satisfying
to everyone connected with the
show," Jim Porter, public relations director. exclaimed.
-rve lived with Spartan Rev.Iries
last
sittee its conception
,lortiller, and I’ve seen it. song:J.. through the throes of birth.
...sting, rehearsals and more reIi. sisals. Th. cast, vilio spent
endless nights getting their
pat, deserve a lot of
P""a it"s"
credit. We are glad the audieare enjo)
author

of

tion ’.11th

it,"
the

Dave

said

book,

Nlart,
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111111,
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Musk. in the shoo is by Slaui-i’’ Bodwell.
F’or the history of the campus
production see story on Page 10.
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By JOANNE PRATT

*the committee Was an resPonst. 101 Members of other AS.’ of I. una suggestion that thi college ’mu
n tty
Owners of a ;immolates found
Cheating is not widespread pr should
establish an honor system. ’structure when the picket lines
parked in viola non Of
he col’ rampant on this campus. This was
Dr. Heath said that the coin- imere established at 9:20 a.in on
lege s parking r egulations soli be ’the general opinion of members
given no warni ngs, according t of the collegt examination eom- mittee believes that the college ith,. Eiumu.,./.mg building ..nd at
already- has a form of the honor I 23 pm. sin th,. much, hwitt,iir,
Byron Bollinger, superintendent of MittPe Who met Wednesday
meour.
-(1) system. under which examinations
buildings and g rounds.
c()
d
th
tl
1’
.
conducted in a ssay to make The decision to give the offend- cribbing, which was the subject are
h. 1n’- "It this Mu."
iie
in fs car owners no warning was of a recent some% conducted by li.sNI
1
to
’ oPti01A 15 1111’ 111’ " 311"’"f a’ ’
t" 1mrwril
t ea
1"
.,
. - cm
reached yesterday at a meeting of the Spartan Daily.
cording to lack Neisois c,,,,si, ,,,,_
to
honorable
be
dishonorable
college officials, Mr. Bollinger
ti.!. ois rsi.,-While vie base no available
Because
of
the
heterogenoos
said. "Actually, we have every lestatistics,
we
of
the
examination
group
..1
students
on
this
C:11111eat r i g h t to take this action.
;,..t
tit
commit tee feel that t he percen- pus it ...old Is’ dill kill( to set t
There is no excuse for even the
1111(1
bra 1.15 poie :Tie
tage of the deliberate cheating is ins th. svi.t.iii usliallv referred
i first offenders." he said.
very low; that it occurs in less t,, a’. f ti. . ii.,1,... Si .1,111,
Upon the first offense students
than 5 per cent of thi. classes,"
Ti ,
,
.
.
,
,...ied
’.’.ill receive a notice to report to
said Dr. Harrison Heath, chair- o hi le ei...atiii,: iiImiII:
do. - Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean of men.
man of the examinar ion corn- ,-in i! is ess. ot 74i1, th, i,,,,
-The same applies to members of
/tailor.
’ t he faculty," Mr, Bollinger deThe survey that
appeared in
dared, "wit h the exeept ion that
the stud. iit
paper shotved that
the’,- must appear begot... PresildfIIT
1,11114.141N. Sl.,, a or 11,1
53 per cent of the tudents
in T. W. MacQuarrie."
the
,fsies
Din. -tor
’.r 1,.1,1i
tervicu ed Ii a d cheated .4.11).i
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f)raft Exam

Typhoid Shots

time during

their college ..iiecr.

These figures did

not

1111.451

Robeson Gets Court OK Health
To Give Seattle Concert
holding him a hostage, the Army
announced yesterday.
sersiees Get Pay Raise
WashingtonSenate and House
conferees agreed yesterday to give
the armed senices a 4 per cent
"cost of living" pay raise plus a
19 per cent boost in food and quarters allowances.
Many New Republicans
Los Angeleie-Many young men
and %%omen who will vote for the
first time this year are swelling
the ranks of the California Republican party. the GOP State Central committee said yesterday.

Today’s Weather
Some students, no doubt in a
dazed condition due to mid -terms,
have expressed the thought that
spring is coming to the Santa Cruz
valley. This is a dirty rumor. Never let it be said that anything

e

111.

of the entire slim
53 per cent
The second in a series of three
tj,phoid shots %till be It-hen in i dent Is ids re.orlIVId ilt 4.111VatinL.
indiraled in ,torie. that
as
the student Health senile.. ots
appenr.41 in Neal Iwo
10 a.m. until I p.m.
fice f
and national nutgAtine..
today, according to Miss Margaret Toombly.
tip
nd Puni ti"Igh t
1}N

.VITED PRE-SS ROUNDUP

SeattleLeft-wing Singer Paul
Robeson had court jx.rrrussion yesterday to use the Seattle Civic
auditorium for a concert despite
of city officials.
oh i
rbman Celebrates Birthday
Truman
t.,shingtonPresident
niarited his 68th birthday anniversary yesterday by announcing that
he plans to spend the next 10
years as he damn pleases.
Gen. Clark Welcomed
fighter
Allied
Seoul, Korea
o mbers welcomed Gen. Mark W.
Clark to Korea yesterday by dexastatingthe ancient city of Suan
in the largest single aerial Allow
of the Korean war.
Reds Seize C.S. General
Puaan, K or es--R.. he I ou s COMm unist prisonf,rs in Wednesday
seized Brig. Gen Ft ancis T. Dodd
and dragged him inside the Koje
islaad prison camp where they are
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Petitions For ASK
State College
!Posts
Qualify
All
eek Iund
Official Dies

All candidates for next o,
1ASB I.ct ion filed t heir pet it on..
by, the noon deadline yesterday
ian’) qualified to have their names
p I a red on the election ballots.
’Harlow Lloyd. Student Court chief
justice. announced sesterday..
Campaign posters may be put
!up anytime after 7 a m. Monday.
,I..10A said. Candidates are linuod
’to four signs each
Posters are not permitted
n
the inner quad nor in the arch..as to the quad, nor on buildings.
roofs or arcadis. Lloyd said Election stem- may be permitted on
:
trees if attached with string. All
Todaj is the deadline for sencampaign siglis must be within 20
iors to turn in deposits or. their
feet of she corkiete paths.
graduation taps and gowns, according to Donald ’se-.r/’as, coadviser to the senior (las«. Deposits should be
takes
to the
Job interviews soil be htId
’,Tartan shop, be said.
representatives of the Gus F. At.
kinson Construction company rind
resembling good weather has even Southern California Gas company
bean seen around here this year. from 9:30 a.m. to 4 pm today in
it might be halfway nice for a the Placement office, Room 100.
’day or two, like today, bsit don’t according to Dr. Vernon A. Ouelkite, placement director.
,be tooled. It’ll get worse,
To aid the Mental
Health
week fund-raising campaign for
the Mental Health serlee elinic
in San Jose, members of psi
national ifsehology fraternity, are manning booths today
outside the !tome Economies
building and in the Library Sri h
Memberships in the NI. flit
re
I -a, h.
iiean h seivi1
Sep
%tor), l’age *.r.!)

own Fee Due

Job Interviews

,

;

is.
I Sr Auhres A Douglass
socials. stale supet intend. tit of
public ins’ runt ii .n and chief of
I e doision ul ..tit e colleges atal
teai.hei education. died at his Sac_
arn(nvo home yesterday afternoon.
Ile had be en convalescing at his
home
from
an 01A.ration tvio
months ago, but he remitted to
the
hospital early this aeek fur
forth. r surgery. from utile.% he
faihrt to re.swer
lie us suraved by his oidow,
Mat y Evelyn; tsso sons. J H.
Douglass of Sacramento, and Malcolm P Douglass
San 1
and three grand,hildren

I, at

Ballet

Faculty members who nish to
have their votes tallied in the elec.
tion for the !acuity council niLibt
return their ballots to Room 14
before 5 p.m today, it uas an nounced by Dr. Dudley Moorhead
,assistant professor of lustor).
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Spartan Daily

Just Among
Ourselves

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

By DR, T. W. 34acQUARRIE

dm.

under
Entered es second class menet April 24, 1934, at San Jose, Ca
It. ea of Mardi 3, t879.
Pull leased sire service of United Press. Member. California filifv.spprer PubUshers’ Association.
Press of the Globs Printing Company. 144$ S. First St., San Jose. Cslifornie.
Pebaseed dolts by Ilse Assocley! %West,
Sea Jose Sfets comes* esceof Saterdes toe
dettnit Ile college pew wire ego lure dudes wit fl,,a1 eaarnIneloe week.
Ecbtoril, Est. 210 Adrertifing
Dept., Frt. 21i
relephoes. CYprese 44414
quarter for non AB curd holders.
Substiption Price $2 SO pot yeast or, SI

You’ll like Dr. Wahlquist. He’s
a gentlemen and a scholar truly,
a man with national standing as
an educator. He has written five
books, one of them, his "Philosophy of American Education," easily is the best in the field.
We’re lucky to get him. Dr.
Simpson showed good judgment
Co -Editors and considerable courage in makAGNES BOLTER. BILL GOSSETT
GELSO GUALCO. Business Manager
ing the selection. There was some
Makeup Editors This Issue:
criticism about an outside man,
KEN POED. DIANE PRICE, JOANNE WILSON
but Dr. Simpson said he wanted
the best man asailable, and he
couldnt be limited to, geography.
I have never inlet Dr, Wahlutast, hut I kneu he would he
Today 15.41 -big day in Spartan Daily history.
In San I/iego to meet members
For the first. time in the existence of the publication, a 32 -page
of the State Board uf Education.
issue will 1,3, the campus. This is the second annual edition of that The appointment nas to be made
"Town and Campus Spring Souvenir Issue- which proved so popular
soon after noon Thursday, Apr.
24, so I looked around to see if
in 1951.
I could spot anyone who looked
Las i spring the Souvenir copy was a 24 -pager; this year the
advertising staff of the Daily sold so much advertising space that it Ilk,’ a budding president.
%%Thin I was ;it lunch, a couple
was necessary to cif:tend to 32 pages.
For its initiative in space selling, not only for this issue but for came into the dining room, and I
took a chance. I was right. We
every issue of Spartan Daily, the ad staff deserves the plaudits of
had a little visit, and then I went
the entire student body. Without its financial aid, Spartan Daily
into the meeting. Dr. and Mrs.
probably would have to be republished under the name -Spartan Wahlquist remained in the lobby.
Weekly.’
Soon after the Board was calIn these 32 pages we have tried to present a complete picture of led to order, Dr. Simpson made
his recommendation and it was
sprii-ig at the college and the community.
We hope it pleases you.
A.B. promptly approved. The time was
2:20 p.m. - I looked at my watch.
That was all I wanted, as I had
I Very good condition. 124 K Spartto flash the news to San Jose, I
an cit!...46. 10th street.
stopped in the lobby to tell the
Wahlquists the news and hurried
RIDES
up to my room to telephone.
bi Obi-re anyone wishing a ride
There I found a note saying
VI Si I 9.13
to Montana at the close of the the Associated Press had
releasschool teacher planning to at- quarter? Please see Ian Hall at ed the
nen% ISS of I o’clock and
I/ sri sworn,’ session would like to 267 S. 12th street.
that the Daily was out and all
mit. tent an apartment in Spartan
over the earnpus with an extra.
KIMEK
(torn June -15 to Sept. 1.
My phone call was old star.
Wi ite Jack R -Ellis, Rt. I, Box
for tuo bass.
11th
neospapers, not only do
4o, Clarkstmig, Calif.
st u’, I
huhtu.’uiof ivileges. CY
they spreail the news, but they
5-l73.
ciao make it upon occasion.
111K sAt.r.
You’ll liki Mrs. Wahlquist, too.
MistEI.I.ANEDIES
They were guests of Mrs. MacTv pew rider,
n at standard .9.tai
111.11 can arse $15.$ buying your
Quarrie and myself
at dinner
,
t
ah
t
tennis needs from Dink Clark’s evening: we liked both of them.
tennis Oita). 58 S. Fourth street
Greco Lutheran Church
The Rev. Clerenr F Grouser 5.0.
Dori Gillespie, San Jase Stale
The ServiceI I 00 nt Srandey
freshman hurdler, is a brother of
of
Headquarters
Jim Giihapia who last year Set
The Lutheran Students Association
Iiiirdli ti’.cortl of
the :4.11;11 ?;0, I’ ’s
59 EAST JULIAN STREET
A retreat to Mt. Cross in the
Santa Cruz mountains will be
this weekend by members of ,1
college’s Lutheran Student a.ciat ion. according to Rosella Be,
For excellent meals this spring
Sr. publicity chairman.
quarter Archie’s Steak House is
All students interested in participating
in the retreat should
the place to go. Archie awaits
contart Ruth Martens, club presiyou with a smile, a clean restaudent,
rar0, and moderate prices.

simirian Daily’s -Big Dar’

Thrust and Parry
Dear Thrust and Par.
, Just
. how many momma’s little
;suckling babies do we have in this
school anyway? It seems that
; every Thrust and Parry in the
Daily the past few days has been
the utterance of a bunch of mealymouthed jowniles clamoring for
publicity. You’d think the Daily
had committed an unforgivable
sin when it printed the story
cheating in the college. I
Iabout
think it was great. The truth
might hurt the so-called pure atmosphere around here, but maybe
4’11 do a little good.
This college never had an "oh,
so purr" reputation anyway, and
the Vliay some of the students
in
hanging their Ileathi
are
shame, makes me think that
they are a little ashamed of
their cheating. Children always
hang their heads, but they are
quick to make excuses or pass
the blame.
And for the life of me I can’t
understand why those three students were expelled from the campus for parking near the Coop. The
city of San Jose doesn’t give you
a floater out of town for a parking
violation, so why should the college? This is San Jose State college not San Jose State junior
high. The sooner they stop treating students like children, the
sooner the students will stop acting like children.
Richard Thiel, why don’t you

IUDS

Lutheran.Club
11 olds Retreat

In

Archie h

SPRINGTIME

Free Parking

STEAK HOUSE

545 SO. SECOND

CY 5-9897

u f3r better buys
on better food!

1lale:4 904 citcp
330 South Second St.

WELCOME
’Li War.

SCHOLARS

AND YOU

STAY DOWNTOWN IF:
L
tOU WANT REAL FUN
YOU WANT SOMETHING HELPFUL

Then Join Us EVERY SUNDAY
COLLEGIATE SIBLE CLASS
Nethiaa stsrffy Iwo"
MORNING WORSHIP SERVICE
WI... God is inecte niers ...V
II IS COLLEGE AGE YOUTH GROUP
"A progrein on college level for college youth"
7 30 EVENING SERVICE
<, helrful
theusends hear this hoot of preys."
DR CLARENCE SANDS
Two Youth Pastors to Serve You
REV MERLE ROARK
30

11.00

First Baptist 0

Bloch Iron Canpus

Student Council, why don’t you
stop being the Congress of the
school? You only muff things up
and make yourselves look asinine.
Investigation of the Spartan Dail,!
You’ve been readirg about the senator from Tennessee too much. I
say leave the Spartan Daily alone.
It’s doing a great job, and your
meddling fingers suppressing it
would only make you look sick
and change the Daily into a high
school scandal rag that wouldn’t
be worth the vomit to read.
Nelson Wadsworth, ASB 7870
* * *
* MARK SAYS:
* "State students ARE visiting the *
* Big Dipper TODAY! Have YOU *
II been in to see us yet?"
THE BIG DIPPER
* San FernandoOpp. Library Arch *

PIZZA
ITALIAN DINNERS
AMERICAN DINNERS
COLLEGS PRICES

Azeria

llapolitarto
CLOSED MONDAYS

MARKET NEAR SAN CARLOS

TYPEWRITER RENTALS
Special Rates for Students
ALL MAKES
ALL MODELS

Roberts Typewriter Co.
156 W. San Fernando

Easy Parking

CY 2-4842

--]
Itrups
livjeetings

Its sigma: Initiation din ,.’lay at 7:30 p.m. at Villa;
no Los Gatos -Santa Clara ;

STOP
WASTING MONEY!

STUDENTS

join the Marine Corps? Majbe
they would whop a title sense
Into you. I know a salty little
drill instructor in San Diego
that could do you a lot of
at,
Maybe he could teach you not
to point an accusing finger at
persons Oho are not guilty.
Look at some of the past Dailies
and you’ll See hIM %%mug you
are, in accusing the Daily of
apathy touards the Student
Body. Remember, there are ether interests on this campus besides sour own. By the way, to
Vi hat back-slapping -Greek" organization do you belong?

’Let’s Grow 1!)!’

2nd & Son Antonio

ilice
;
totateor Radio Chub: Meet to- -;
ili., ri 330 pm. in 52
Rine key: All members. meet to_ I
rlozht at 7.30 o’clock in the ’I ,
auditorium to usl! .
1’I
Nle Hello.,
I .4aierbury Chub: Supper at
p ii Sunday followed by meeting
:it Trinity Emseopal church.
English Majors and Minors who
.sp,ct to tIi student teaching in
the tall quarter in either theii
or minor field for the Gen .41 Secondary rollential must
n up in the English office. H.i;
Iwith Mrs. Bobbie Wadding!:.:
secretary. no later than Mondaj.
May 12.
Freshman Council: Meet Mon iii Room 127 at 3:30 p.m.
seekers: Meet Sunday at First
Methodist church at 6:30 p.m
C.ilimet meeting at 4 p.m.
Spartan Orlocci: Noon today is
deadline to turn in bats and money
to Ed Kawahara -Black Champagne- semi-formal dance tomorrow at !foie! Lyndon. Los Gatos, 9
p.m to 1 am:

Fresh beef and nothing but fresh beef ...
that’s why our ’burger.- are top!
Come in and Caste for yourself!

OPENING
Under New Management
WEDNESDAY, MAY 14
10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

MP44. Aittette
SANDWICHES
SHORT ORDERS
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
1c4 E. SANTA CLARA

CORNER OF EIGHTH

MEN.

IModern Flickers Friday, May 9, 1952
On the Downgrade. ’A Midsummer Nicrlit’s Dream
i
Says Dr. II. CH. To Be Given BN
SPARTAN

9ihe 4t4 Pafe
....edited by MARV HALL

-Lady in the Dark," a musical
play by Moss Hart and Kurt
Weill, which will be presented a:
the Little Theater May 30 to June
4, will be one of the biggest productions ever attempted by the
drama department.
It will he the first musical
ever to he presented in the I.ittle Theater, the cast of the play
35 peopleu ill be one of the
largest ever assembled on the
Little Theater stage, and its
settings and set changes will he
unique.
John R. Kerr, associate professor of speech, who is directing the

Students
Music Recitals
.For May 12 14

ANNE HOFLING, picture .I
right, will play the leading role.
Liza Elliott, In the drama department’s forthcoming producBon "Lady in the Dark." Mho;
Hating just returned to school
after tuo years of Little Theater
work in Hollywood.
play, said that "black light" will
be used for the first time in a
drama department production, to
introduce the dream sequences.
Changes of sets to go into these
sequences will be made in sight
of the audience, he said. Some at
the settings will roll on, some will
drop on, and others will be projected with "black light"
The story of "Lady in the
Dark" concerns a prim, plain
owner of a fashion magazine,
Liza Elliott, who is about to
have a nervous breakdoun. She
goes to a psychoanalyst to find
the cause of her trouble, and,
as he trait’s down her problems,
the scene shifts to dream Sequences, it hich will be told in
song and dunce. The setting for
the psychoanalyst’s office will
he on the forestage, and as the
dreams begin, part of the room
will unfold, revealing the other
sets, in the background.
In her dreams, Liza sees herself as she would like to be; in
her office, she is as she actually

()%

’

is. As the play progresses, Liza
discovers her mental problems,
and gradually changes from a
;stern businesswoman to the exciting, glamorous creature that
se wants to be.
’ Anne Hofling, a drama major
prom Los Gatos, will play the
part of Liza. This is her first
quarter back in school after two
years of Little Theater work In
Hollywood. In 1948, Miss Hofling
had the lead in "Up Powell," the
Spartan Revelries production that
year.
Mrs. Marian Beeken, instructor
in physical education, is in charge
of dances, Miss Barbara Bauman
and James Lioi, assistants in
speech, will be technical directors;
J. Wendell Johnson, associate
professor of speech, is designing
sets, and Miss Berneice Prisk, assistant professor of speech, will
handle costumes.

WEBBS
PHOTOGRAPHIC HEADQUARTERS
06 S. 1st St.. SAN JOSE 603 Almad

20% OFF

hiclude snapshots from #ome ’Art Lovers 9

amyou write !:

The Art Lovers club of Oakland it ill visit the campus today to vien the art exhibits
now on display, according to a
btter reeeited by Dr. Marques
Reitzet, head of the Art department.

Save Time and Money

BOX LUNCHES
and
Assorted Sandwiches
to take out
San

dale

)

p

135 E. San Antonio
(Off 4th Street)

Orders for Special Occasions

isch

’

(Information tor the !idiom log
Members of the Speech 44-144
The costumes for the pla>
was obtained from Dr. Hugh Advanced Acting class, taught by di -signed hy Jack lt et s
and
Gillis. head of the Fine Arts di- John R. Kerr associate professol music was comp.ytitt lit
N’
vision and from other sources 1 of speech, will present William
if 11
!sit
Are monies better than evcr7 Shakespeare’s
"A
Midstimmei
So they may all gal,
Some experts on
industrial Night’s Dream- as ?hi ii- final pi
experience. member. ot
i-owth call the motion picture in- ’ duction of the quarter
it ill ploy double
Drat
. istry one that is on the decline.
The pia) Will
shoun in the
pirsonae
is as
An industry- cannot g cow, or
Actor’s stIldigl theater. Boom
Bernardi, Theseu.: lobn
, v e n stay in stable equilibrium 53, May 15 through 16 at 8:15
*Plc", EXtuis: Rh -hard Hiss..
.., ahout consumers, and the mu- p.m.. and on Ma) 1: at 2 p.m.
sander; Merle Rossman, D.
on pictures are losing their au. and 8:15 p.m.
rite.; Levi i
iliences and have been for the past
strati.; Joan %lc:title and
i ao or three l‘al’S.
lore. I etas..
t
SOIlle Oi the reasons for this
Brigham and Donna ’15.4:.,.
Phill
box tdfice Ileetille are Otni iii s.
liermitt; shirlev tiros.. Helena :
Others are most subtle. Teleti15th 4 oleman. Quitter;
It
sion, for
thing, is making
; Satilart
LaCrosse. KOil
ti
inroads into
le audiences, as
%%AIN-,
Flute; Doane td vat. r
ore foreign films.
snout ; 8t.rs, song : V. i
Anal her reason for the decline
Resin+, StAr%eling.
- just plain tiredness with the
Also pat ’Aviv:ital._
Monday and Wednesday of next
onotony of movie output. The
It
. abbe is bored with middle-aged cc cek, music depa Intent st udent s dn.:Ito:1 still I,,
ii -tors pretending to be gay young will present music recitals in the thcron: Joan Mali.:
Jades; they are tired of watching 1Little Theater. Programs will be. King, Titania: Mat its
ietures which are pointed at an ’gin at 8:15 o’clock each evening. Barbara Neils, Rohm
Miss Alealde and Mis.eidience with an average intern- land will be free of charge.
, nee of 12 years, as many Hal Monday’s program will include Peaseblossom. Miss Kill.; \I.
’Mts.
wood productions are; and they nine numbers. Student violinists
e tired of the same old, formula who will perform will be Craig and Miss Brii:t
.,ictures---all beautiful people love Johnson, John Loban, and Gilda Jeris Welch as 7
still alit
, ’her beautiful people and all such Mazzanti.
They will be accom.-’.es end in the achievement of panied by Allyn Ferguson. Glenn -fl nt mehts ot production
:arriage and happiness, life is full Fuller, and Lorraine Wood, :
if rapid action melodrama, etc. - spectively,
New Green Flat Enamel
.otd they are staying away in
Pianists Net lie Woodwal.1
i I owds.
for
Marilyn Jeffery mill also p.
These are some of the reasons on Monday, and lib’ program
Walls and Woodwork
for loss of the regular movie au- conclude with pieces la a ’ti
diences.
However, there is one quartet, composed of Gibson W.
Visit Our
audience the "Lost
Audience" ters. Frances Robinson, and la,
Wallpaper Department
which Hollywood has nexer had. ard Freiser, of the nui.o &F.
and
This consists of those people ment !acuity, on siuliti aila
Talk to Our Special Consultant
over SO, it it h higher education cella, and Janice carlander, rth.
records, famil3 responsibilities, ,Indent. on violin.
Wolfer N. Boyscn Co.
peopli in the tipper social or
Wednesday’s pianitaill mill
upper is-on
’
brae kets ii hit line the voices of Roger Conti:
CV 51442
will not bother uith going to Pat Dawdler’s-. and (11rii
See the Mu -intellIget:ce appeal
pictures that hulls wood puts
out, on the
1 part.
This audience does not need the
movie type escapism that is directed at people with (lull, commonplace lives. Foreign films attract 1 h i s "Lost- Audience," because they are usually more maon PERMANENTS
ture than American films, and
handle problems more fundamentally and with greater sincerit
for State Students Only
of character than Hollywood does.
Besides this, we get only the
CY 5-2448
156 w. Son Civic..
best of the foreign films over here,
and they are better than the as- i Theresa Whalen Beauty Salon
age American film. It stands
reason that the top two per cent
of all foreign films would be better than the average American
/f these are soon to be
make.
This is the audience that
yours . . . Call on us
ducers are trying desperately
A COMPlElE WEDDING SERVICE
regain. Maybe, with new techniFlowers Models
Phetegreplo
three-dimensional
cal advances
Invitations
Receptions
films, better color-- the movies
will win back a large percentage
Appointments at veer convenience
former audiences, and
of t he
maybe even tap the tipper strata.
and win back the "Lost Audience" to the fold.

First S J S. Musical Play ’
To Be ’Big’ Production’
i

DAILV

572 Brooke Ac.

"lil Offers Show
"The Black Death." directed by
Hugh Heller, will be presented by
Radio Guild members Sunday evening at 6:30 o’clock over KEEN,
on Dramatime.
Guild members in the show include Marcia Whitaker, Clyde Allen. Mike Casey, Richard Kohler,
Jerry Morrison and Bill Reach.
Joan Malloy is in charge of sound
effects.
Jack Richards, San Jose State
freshman second basetnan, is a
speech major and hopes to became
sportscast’!

After you’ve seen "KISS
ME HELLO", drop by

DIERKS
171 WEST SAN CARLOS

and it’s Spring
Cleaning time too.
Bring your clothes
to us to renew
that fresh
springy look
in your clothes.

Wend& Clean e4
E. Santa Clara at 1 2th

’

’I

Spring Bowl Football Contest Today
Gold. lute Team.
Rated Toss-up for
Spring Bowl Game
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photo hs Parker.
( If SIII.11,S1, T01% SRI) the amers are four starters for the Gold
game
at 4partan stadium.
offensite team in torte,’" spring Mott
arhart, tenter: Eel
Left to right are: ( larence Orr, guard: Jack
salt adalen.i. guard: and 41n. lianoka, tackle.

Def. else prob....Ws VI ill b the
stand..ut pont on I %no Spla*quad. No 1 de flair
f. sisit e ta. kle Ion Peters,-n an
"u3sIantiing barbs. ker
!Canada) should help to keep
the haus a rough plate to he for
Ilse aft. rn.e.n
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Hat in: an abundance .,1 fullbacks %%ill b.- a net. ome f-hange
for Coach Pod. Bronran. last.
fall be often had a hard time
corning up uitlir one and thi
sear h. ma s ha’.’- to shift -.onoof the surplus po4ser runn. r.

;;

r-

to halfback spots.
Tottliy.s game will mark the -nd
of football activity at Clop:Arta for
Tom Odle. Vern Vallercamp, Jim
Gibley
WI:. 411’han. Bill y
Ntendonsa and Archie Chagoiljan
‘or!Tii r Spartans who tivre. becn
as student roarhee,
-

Cheer Leaders Song Girls
Band zidd Color To Contest

1.411
rr a f
1141,1111o\ it

-.1041 Is

Wm?.
l’arker.
lIalftsa.k KW, 111rAnl.,
fit ef II o n I .i I is and
transfer fr.an Compfen, .1. C.,
I’.-fl Tnd Ifon
in
r..ent ...eaten...me Hiram is
starting I. It halfInn I. fell the
t...I..1 bane_
1R14 hi

KELLY

have bee,
Seven candidates
Cott.-go student body card h .srs will gct folent of color v. .!n nominated for the ANIS award an
11,11. football ti-s.11., the: act,:.enoon the trophy will be presented di:.
at 3 o dock in Spartan stadium. ing halftime of the football
A hard a:th 12
Only student body card 11.,1dosid. be admitted to the
-r,pring Rots’ game Thi, keeps
the game in the scrimmage bra. uithin the nett
And
I .1 A’. rules goterning spring
h.. Gold and White cheerinC
practice..
se. tions %till hat.- their backs to
the sun and shouldn’t he bothLynn Apiarialp and Jerry Harr
ered too nits h hs the h-at. Both
be the opposing capliton
’.sill hate. their .e. ii tell
tains Aplanalp will he the Win,.
leaders and the ...mpetition for
leader and on him and his squie
the Phi Epsilon kappa Perpetwill test the hopes of the m’ -t:
ual ’spirit tropht could he stiff.
- Hamilton captains the Gold tear: .71.;.«
by
--tit.ti in addrion to Th.. Athl.,tu and his group oil’ be backed
the gold decorated women. Ti’;.
;tartrnent’s trophy and aoards
AMS and AWS will receive tht
o.tl the ttophy for the best poster
in the S’pr,ni.: I-kiwi These art. trophy after toe game and lo
it for a year
MI) ITt, rchandise avtanis. donated
I)) tr., l_ftto Galbralfh and the
..

Porter Shell Service

TIRE$,

Special Price
Discount to
Registered
Students
AP; Ceyvaity
inaa=L632=.

ti gettret

A SIGN OF
802 SOUTH FIRST ST.

FRIENDLY SERVICE
33,4 e

Ser,,

Son Jose

C

FOR SUMMER COMFORT

BLUE DENIMS
STYLIS4 AND STURDY
BLUE DENIM SHIRTS

53.95

LEVI S BLUE DENIM SLACKS

S4.50 & 54.95

BLUE DENIM SHOES

$6.95

BLUE DENIM
BEACH ROBES

510.83

Be Ready for
Summer Days with These
College Style Setters
GO TO

tiollfbrIlt
%.44 auI rIt
II I.EltAt k
in I.-. his right end a. hr Woe% 11.IIr it big rhonl. ..t
%atii,g, in ;$ .411 ttttt sage 1.1.1 urrk, 4.01.1berg is a
14 sear old rr....alion major. II, suffered an injurt
.

44

1.

4

4,14 o

4 ea

4 I

MI

llilettlifIk4

photo h, rather.
In ht% shoulder earl, in spring practice, hut has
kept buffo% mu s. that he nott ranks as a possible
oo
and .1 g....1 offensite runner.

WIN 4rilip3va

’Oat h 1PROI

tatie i

t-) I

The store thorquality built

227-233 SOUTH FIRST STREET
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Stanley Top Parkin Leads Cal iMcMullen
McMullen Is
Half-Mile Hurlers in ERA
!Chosen Athlete SHOW SLATE
--"’’"1 Of The Week
1 rackster
Mlidlc distance events for next
seaszat’s track team will not be
on,’
Coach Bud Winter’s worre’s, what a ith Long Stanley engible anti ready to burn op the
local track.
Strinlcs, the greatest half milproclixt nfthe top track high
school in the nation, Jefferson
high school in Los Angeles, Ls
now ,nrulled in school but is indigit .e to compete for the Spart-

Its GEORGE SALE
Clair Parkin, a quiet, bespec. laded pitcher for Coach Walt WitI hams baseball team, has led and
is leading all other regular college pitefters in California in the
earned run department with
’ amazing 0.85.
Parkin has pitched in six gamei.
winning three, in which he hi
faced some of the best indepen,l.
cot and service teams in the
His last loss, against Colic...
Pacific, can he attributed to ti’i
fact that COP’s tout’ runs wore
. unearnial
Williams had 0.m:segued to lose
Parkin to the Army, but a 13st
, minute change of heart by Parkin’,, draft board mo ed the day
for the Spartan hurler.
An unheralded transfer student
from Stockton junior college, Pa
kin started to round into fort
quickla’ as the baseball season g
under was. He won his first ’hi , games and at the end of the thr
game his ERA was 0.73.
While attending high school e.
Lodi, in the Sac-Joaquin confe: once, Parkin hurled for four years,
He ended his high school career
with a 11-0 win record in 1950 to I
tolp his team win the league title.
:Ile was voted all -conference in
baseball that !. ear.
Parkin then joined the ,stater Paekers, alifornia
pro champs, on their trip to the
setni-pro championship play offs
In lians:Ls. Parkin norked in
only one game, where he pitched
eight innings In a game which
thc Packers non in the 12th
inning. Atssater took second
place nationally in the playoffs.
A fast bah Is tis last pitch and
w,Th it
he :Iwo’, some conhol
;tuff. Ile thinks he might talai a ,
ehano’at playing pro ball it he I industrial arts major and ,
gets one hut his special interest is change to recreation later it
’re(’reation, at which he works in lege.
the summers.
in his sues’.:
,
He credits
Born in Rapid City, S. D., Par- this year to -alters given hit: kin lives in Lodi with his parents :by Coach N’a.. -His and by forme.
Nir. He is a Sophomore ’Spartan 1.
Ralph Romero.

CALIFORNIA:
$-71/1/3
By WALT KOEnsING
- Spartan trackster Bob McMul"MACAO"
len has been selected a, the secJane Rusoill Robon kol.tcheni
; ond ’Athl.:te of the Week’. In the Spartan Daily sports staff
also’ FORT OSAGE ’
The Golden Raider distance at..
ner turned in the outstanding pi:.
II:EsT
t 1 5 :ten
formance among camp’ is athle!i-last m,,,k,

"A Streetcar Named Detire"
V., en Leigh

ballar arity Miller for hone In the stoekton lilt it.tlion.,i
trackte,t last Niltur.ho- bight
Mt Mullen established two ncss
ricords. The Spitrtan athlete
ran thc mile race in 1:19.1
better the 4:23.2 record set by
Jack Kirkpatrick of College lit
Pacific in 1939. He also brok.the imitationsl tno mile mark
55111
of 9:43.3, recorded h
Boehm of the Olsnipie club
1951, by breaking the tape in

plus STEEL TOWN

"LONE STAR"
Cart Gable
FAMill

1

I!

CIRCUS

i

LIBEBTI :

in town all year!
CANDY
MAtA7INES
CIGARETTES
Sib
Cl... So.

I

pl.o

imanum!aammINIIIMININIE
BOWL FOR

3

"Miniature

1 3.144108

"PANDORA AND THE
FLYING DUTCHMAN’
phis FAMILY SECRET

cf
51 l&tSlOS:

If 1 3411111

"MY OUTLAW BROTHER’

Best"

SAKE ISLAND

PADRE:

Colo, by Tech...color

Rock Drive -In

plus--STRONGHOLD-

Spartan Bowers
7-11 p.m.
1-11 p.m.
1-11 p.m.

1..11 1,0 of
W. (1,0 Lira.
awn Bug’ and Skoos

ST11141141:

g...1.,1

Fred As4i.r.11

TeC4OPCOlor

ph..’ UNKNOWN MAN’

P.E C’asses
Held Here

Men’s

HANK SAYS:
"Formal prom or

informal get-

Fred

our services ore ever

HAIR CUTTitaG FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Sainte Claire Barber Shop
HMO. SAINTE CLAIRE

SANTA-c An

ESITE1) ART1STs:

Mgr.

4*

II

,?-’,-I-’

DRIVE-IN
Tr1AIRES

Ium Reek 11rise In:

I I. 8-518$

"FT! Li TOWN"
"CONFLICT"
-FLIGHT TO MARS"

I

S7’1. 4,

3-1933

plus’ HOODLUM EMPIRE

172 W. Santa Clara
CV 3-2657

77

I

"The Dcnver and Rio Grande"

AMERICAN
AUTO SUPPLY

r

STREET

Pai.a.

JOSE BOWL

Member Master Barbers of America

.r

’Duffy-

FOUPSTAIN LUNCH
Open from 10 AM

ready for ,u."

91/!.

t
o

Itt

NOW !

-BELLE OF NEW YORK"

12 Lanes
together

(1’ 3-3353

"THE RIVER"

18 holes---25"

1

...c.ii

NI 3
StoreCornpb..k1
2b2 E..
t.A

Iti----..---

.....----- ilkNo. 2
Store Oomedo
P
IO 9
VIENINGS V YA
11.91111te
1,
0PS.N
10 S
\

oad. Just tan Jhe new
Arrow Sti;-, styles. and they sic,
(psis you tnot "Spring- look Ad
Cisuch 0- Lou to saoa ’art That
at VtOOD S. In stme fo,
an about town. 181 _
young
Fit

Golf at Its

Located next to Alum
Hours
Weekdays
Saturdays
Sundays

Golfers neet
Police, Fresno

SPRING FEVER

HOMBRES Ma:Ci

NIA1 FAIR:

AMUSEMENT
of the Horn.?

1 5 5 Et916

"CURVAS PELIGROSAS

plus

The pablen Ffaider golf team
travels to San Francisco and Fresno this weekend to meet the San
Francisco Po,ice tram and Fresno
State,
1 o’clock fir
This a. :al
sq,.1,1
/
! -Thr.
local r
.: :1" COW’, itl
the :la
wocks ago the
Frane:Se
Spartans t.mineed the La,.’ city
contingent en the San Jose Country (nub eourse, 19-8.
The 1-1:0-e figure to play
Ile s’rorger garne tartly -.still be campet ng on
I ’

I nOk.I

GOLFETTE

ans. He is waiting out the p
of a year’s lay-off since t;..
ferring horn Cc.loi ado Agial.
The national high school record fur the Wi0 was taken user
by Stanley in 1950 at Silermento in the State meet inhen
he rumbled the distance in
Stanha’s half mile career cam
in a round -about manner. Ii’
stared h’S With school track venture by running the mile durinu
his Sophomore and junior 3ears
He kepi running the mile until
half-way through his senibi }van
wht
h:s coach liccitied to switrl,
him to the half. His first or:
in the 85t) ho was clocked in 1
He is a definite threat to maki
tile Olympic squad, having al
ready be n clacked in 1:53.3 this
season while running unattachca
at Berkeirs.

SECRET

McMullen will Is’ competing in
"LONE STAR"
the Priam, Ralays this oeekend.
Claei C-able
A graduate .of Glenn union high
planUP IN ARMS: Danny Kye
school of Willows, where he a as
a mile and halt mile star, Mc:dollen has a good chance of making
CV 5-9893
the American team for the Oly m- JOSE.
pic games this year in the 3,00o
3
IA .
meter steeplechase event.
"SELLE OF THE YUKON"
In 1951 in the junior Amatiiir
Athletic union
national
3,000
"WEST OF THE PECOS"
meter steeplechase run at Rtrk.
"DIAMONDS
IN CRIME
first plan,

JOSE

NOW IN SAN

I

sa%1414EN:

S1CKES
0 AM
SUNDAYS

HOW OF
LOW PRICES!

itt

Ran. h..

II 1 1 2011

"THE AFRICAN QUEEN"
In Licheic.olisi
’TS-!c FAMILY SECRET
sea these Ohs e-In:

r! sr, !nymPoor
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5005

-THE PLUNDERERS71.. Gid on Th. 11,;a9. shan’t-oil, Wise 1st

( 1 1-411N2

"FORT WORTH"
IHREt SEC.FIT’.)

Ft

11)1111.1

I’ SRI

di.

.71.-*

.

STARTS

ADULTS

SOc

:14ILDREN

MARLENE DIETRICH
ARTHUR KENNEDY
MEL
FERRER

!Pc

ALWAYS 2 HITS"
ACADEMY AWARD
WINNER

I

SUNDAY_

Drama, II est ern, Musical Tep Marie Slate

PI 1,ITZER PRIZE PIM

A
Streetcar Named

Western follower:will br. so ex-,led they won’t even rattle their
pop corn bags during "The Denver and Rio cratid.
P’red Astaire &inc.- ,,n
(I
",’%’
!
IN a
Iii’ it.jliri., hot III.. I:141%
11114

,’11.6414,

II

lj’jljl

---

%den BRAND

ligrstationialoodors

v.-a-arra

t 4,r

NOW at 12.43-4,00 7.17.10

34

__

"STEEL TOWN"

MG -Ns musical that has
everything -sons,, dames, fun and romances’

Starr.ng
Ann Sheridan

k

BELA E airr,
E ttki VOR
CC-..reaggedve

2nd Major Hit!
BULLET SPATTERED
STU( OF RAILROAD
BU1LURS!

THE

Ta1111111111111111111111

Continuous Daily
Doors Open 11:45 a.m.

The Amazing True Story
4

of "CICERO"
From Reader’s Digest
Condensed Nove:!

olio

2 Grcot Features

Fred

Vera

ASTAIRE

ELLEN

Marjorie

Keenan

MAIN

WYNN

1:;able, Ava Gardner

"LONE STAR"

t!ie
DiU,EUX

RAND!

ycu’r in lore you’re dancing
And that’s what actually
113ppen, in this brath takieg enter
tainmenrI
Whvn
e;r!.

brotterie., Crawford in

MS

MASON

Starring

0

* oi the BIG GUY
THE MOB!
M -G -M Presents
1

t

’The 1/Nr.41014W MAN/
fiARRY
HARDING SULLIVAN
PIDGEON
. IkE[It liPASSELLE

f P.i

.

%.-+; ’

4

1
San Jose State

SECRET"

Students

I

4f 411 JAGGER

_Also_
tBrian Donlevy, Forrest TuLker
Claire Trevor
HOODLUM EMPIRE"

IN Thlt

REST

I V

PC( 59 ..491 6

ii

ESANTACLARA
General Admission

WEST"’

50c
STUDENTS 40c

{ROBIN& AMUSEMENT THEATER
P404.

ALMA AnD
orAD11..

*Sr. TilE-SPOT

NATIYE
PRAT BY
TECNNICOLOR!
Pmss,.4 by Th
AMMAN OUSiL4
WAYLIM 1041(4T
tpsdOso
941,46 II
NeLtratinaCrIR ARAN

Hilarious
2nd Hit
’Tony Draws
A Horse"

Savage
Raw
Scenes
Never

Before

4

NOW!

A,rlainpd trtr World’s Finest"’
-1 BIG HITS

WE SAW

MAN!
*FILM) IN THE

STARTS SUNDAY

du

12:00

j

AFRICAN SUDAN!
pdis0v.11101

2 Favorite Theaters

’..USTAVO Of 11011

and

"STEEL TOWN"

P ,,,,,,

LOPEZ

Zane Grey’s

MARGA
61111.1.111MINA .

Robert Mitchum

MAYFAIR

"West of the Pecos"

f

2nd

EDMOND ()BRIEN

STERLING HAYDEN

STARTS
TUESDA

P Ott
(.4440N

._’PEN

cAsiltritC111512513 IR

..pdvroorscer.

"FAMILY

sjDA

1

’Z’t

Hit

a

arts Peib,

GRIN JUNCO
UNA NISTORIA DIOICADA
A LAS MAORIS

"FLIGHT TO MARS"

’ 00 SOUTH 02 St PhoieCYphtval 07111
Clark Gable, Ava Gardner in

"LONE STAR"

.

Sore.
As
JAIN
saivaona..

STARTS SUNDAY

Rocking Loges

Rrindolfai S.-ot.

"CONFLICT"

VICTOR

S Academy Awards

Parking

Winner

"UP IN ARMS"

will,

Danny Kaye

"Belle of the Yukon"
"A Strcetcar Named

ADMISSION
ONLY Sac
Always 2 Big Hits

"(hamar.] in Crime"
A.

STit.1

,

j

Si i IOW SLATE
FOR TONIGHT’S PROGRAM

DI IA
NOMA Of
LEANDRO ILANCO

Desire"
"*"

with Vivien Leigh

BY SELECTING YOUR
EV,7NING’S ENTERTAINMENT

DOMINGO SOLER, EMILIO w
P MIAS y EVA CAM
Also

"EL MIEDO
LLEGO A JALISCO"

ENJOY BETTER MOVIES

FROM THE

11:%
dir
os
P*
EEL
EIEL

"YELLOW FINN"

DAILY’S THEATRE LISTING

Friday. May 9.
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Spartan Views at Santa Cruz

photos

and montage

ht Zimmerman
1.IFF: ON TIIE FREEVi %V
iteekend !Spartan students

Etert

disentniigle. cramped fingers from
shut
penirils, slam
(et erworkeil
hinders, put aside
paper-tie:to
otersizeto ,ettbooks and head for
the nee. e-neter land of Smits

Cruz. There, awaiting their heat racked
bodies,
are
sparkling
beaches, refreshing ocean breezes
and cool water designed especially
Ifor swimming. Along the boardwalk a multiple tariety of con-;
pleasure to the
;c1.4.dOris
otter
bored minds of the classroomwears students. Choose .our own
t pleasure, for here it

,r

whether you want to take tour
chances by attempting to yams
through a ret oft ing barrel, or seek
the compsratite safe companionship of
the
merry-go-rounes
wooden horses. !fere, Spartans
turn their hacks on the complex
problerru. of term papers and blue
eards and steal avay from reality
for a few pleasureful hours on lbt

uarrn beaches. Ma)be Mr. or Miss
ttpartan pictore thentselses as rap 1p.orhe dancers. Voila! A
mantic
photographer and his earners, pbe
la few cardboard models, transform
!them from thr clean air of Santa
l(’rut to the. smoke filled rooms of
la rari restateraot. Neither do the
college to.1.-nls hate to paaa a
UAA test for a plot’s license be.

fore this can negin soaring "ter
thrilled admirers. Thy VI ..111d - toe
pilot. find all this .an handle in
the morning
...damp. cotton eandt. hot dog And
hamburger. are. part of the I,. oh
lot er’s diet, and, if he %%ants bitter cuisine, sant’ et rug uili
most haps), to pent id’ ’I- ’so licAtc
he, Spartans.

Friday. May 9. 1962

iirAlITA.1 DAILY

I

On the Sunny Side
VII% 1111.E1
th.s.
...t out that this
All the fellows and girls have
..t
.; ./
di her
Anyone:, been collected together and are
the tiszs atmosphere in; gathered around the slowly dying
e sir .........sat the empty coals. The sun is just disappear:.iroir. ,ft
willeing over the landscape, and the
is:
I sks is the red it is when it’s faint_
ly tinged %kith black.
%h. the sea. sand and siren
An especially hungry pair is
t in.. ph ere has eierything.
What to do? flay- a picnic. or a I oastinz hot dogs in the slowly
barbecue. Phis trosehall, volley- fading firs. Somonno has suggested
that everyone go up on the boardhall. beach ballOust to resel
in that sea air fills one nith the walk ard ride the Merry-go-round
the "Pole de sisre" tor the Octopus. hut no one can
breath of
quite rouse himself yet.
the French speak ol.

Finally, after at few more Ilse!) souls have picked up blankets
and debris, everyone traipse.. to
the boardssalk, and there is a
sichi
liesides an array of lights and
sounds, there is more laud: carsl
it’d apples, cotton candy, popes:.
peanuts. In one section there a.
ii rose photography machines nah,.
make you look like a Neanderth
1117V1

It’s a gas carefree life, anti
it’s cheap. That is, if von confine yourself to saaking in at -

arid if you tat a string arrond the pocketbook. Then after awhils.-you:. way home through Los Gatos and Santa Clara to the San Jose bourd.,1
ths’i. you a, o So forget the hooks awhile and try the beach.

f’s

Swint Suits Are Streamlined
tit

lis

to swim
’it,,
itatline daughter. [fang
uui,
,iii stilt lip on a limIt. but doiet ’
tf, near the water
The "mothers in that poem
night has, had the right idea at
one time but no longer does if
told trite I.o. Casa. many years
lave brought one of fhp if not
greati.1 1,"to
wmnan..1
tind. Streamlined swinintine suits
hat serve dual pursais..s suits
it th:II flat 61
lust stay on and
he legion.
If you’re the English t hannel
Ispie staininser or the dunk- ,
onis the -toe tspe. there’s a suit
for soots!
%%owned about ciao,Afraid
inta erste tan stout really
it was without the right ,
,
m;Iii

p

tr

1 1 1ille

With the!
nen co’of names.;

ssten.
Ws. /
%

441,

%% %,T 11fF. lit. UK and
ItatterIng sitim .,it. like
Wang smiles te the la, es
I
pretts
...,fts

hi.,.-. samoa. sun,,
ens... blue. peacock. sto.n pink,
sss
Hue. pluathio,
,
grape and hell red.
Nen that %f
t
tl?
the
cur
ess.1
lit- ti..., has,

your tegure looks like an egg,’
tinier turned upside down? W.11.
maYhe it does Hut, the sa int
fashion 4,-signers kept you in
mind.
Suits. like the one shown at Cs.
left, which can be purchased at
Stuart’s. are sold according to
dress size. The bra is honed for
lasting stay-up control and the hip!
line, art. designed to lose inches.
This particular suit is in blue
/I etallie and is non-tarnishable.
71u cotton pique suit at the
right is designed isith a sheared
el:v.:lie back. This, too, can be
purchased ’it !Stuart’s. It can he
:tarn nith
nitbout a strap.

to
Eddie Murphy and his orchestra
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
in the
Gorden Room

Dining --- Dancing
now
II
:Ise

2 spacious
banquet roorns
available fr
col’ege group
parbes

Santa Cruz, California

photo by Zimmerman
n.vniiNG litSaITIES in a
playful mood above model 0’4:n1n:int: suits from Stuart’s. :IA the
left. in the streanditied one-pietie
style, is tocrs-1 Denny Cape; at
the ether end of the hat Diane
Grohs displas,4 a gay, red-antlv.tilte polka dotted suit.

All in all, the swimming faishion
people have spent a lit of time
trying to make ram the dullest
’loves beautiful in their suits.
Girls 1, at ft i g suits are
Well, if not beautiful. pretty. If Christmas stockings. Iii more thsY
not pretty, cute anyway. If not have in them ths iriroro they tii’
they did try.
assranosimusweierasaisemaall,

Dive

Cetzld del ke9

beach

"Dreamliner" is the name given
to an all -nylon taffsta suit. The
shearing is done in a figure e.iglit
which begins underneath the arms
on each side and, after almost
meeting at the waist, travels
straight down each leg an hourglass effect, more or less.

Almost without exception, the
strapless suits are equipped with
handy neck straps that either butA "hitt’ hitIVs-eYe Moe suit
that has a navy cuff at the top ton or snap on.
Reach tonels, handbags, shoes
antd ilasN flaps on jumbo-size
pockets is an eye catcher on any , and robes are just 3 fen of the
It’s
a
one-piece
ensemble
beach;
mans HIPCPW,40 Heft to purchase
that promises to streamline the.
nith your :Inhuming suit. They
figure.
all some in colors that either
According to the style guides,
combine with or match the
shade of your snimming apparel.
the one -Piece stilt
here to stay.
for this season at least. The maOf course, if you want to cares
towns. id the two-paece snits are
things to extremetiets you can bus
boser-t%Pe.
a convertible in, perhaps. luscious
tspleal suit is ft one-plee
lemon to go with your suit ol
combination hoste and nylon
pineapple green. There are
:slob+ foiatuires fast drsing and
many possibilities,

Relax --- Enjoy --- Have Fun!

;

long -wearing ability. It Is designed to gist’ sou complete
freedom, el,en nhen sou get
daring and do it A% an dive off
the high hoard.

et/

Swim

!FOREST POOL!
BOULDER CREEK
Now Open Under New Management
TWO HEATED POOLS
DANCING
SNACK BAR
Remember when it’s cold and foggy in Santa Crux
s always beautiful at Forest Poo!!

Frida

THE SHIP

FINE SEA FOOD served to you in our
Marine View Dining Room overlook-

Santa Cruz
Date Makes
§ Coed Groan

ing the famous Santa Cruz Playground and beautiful Monterey Bay.
George Goebel, Anton Suk

A PROVEN TONIC ,\111///’
’1)

4
(
I 6,

,k

-rr

BEFORE
TAKUNG.

AFTER
TAKING.

.\GY.NRO
FOR A PROVEN TONIC See COTTARI;L;
Trips
Fishinz
Sea
Devp
.:c.\RO
for
M
a:id
FAMILY
. Lines. anii Bait furnished . . Sundays Ci :IX) A. 7.1. . ;
Daily
iflutes !
\\ :tier Taxi Service every fort’..
Veckdaysh-’
377
71Phone
117..y
rourn
2:10
y’T

COTTARDO STAGNARO FISHING CORPORATION
r.
C:nter of t.n;:-..pol Wharf

SANTA CRUZ BEACH SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

FOR SANTA CRUZ BEACH
OR ANY
POOL!

B. BARBARA R11.11
Last weekend, I had IT
went to Santa Cruz with a ni
:Alms. That is he was nice but .
First of all he arrived in a
Model A -that glittered! Really iT
did. II was the mast brilliant cat
I’ve ever seen. When I saw him
drivi. up. I rushed it so the other
4irls wouldn’t be blinded. I
seemed hurt that I didn’t say hi,
,-ar %yak tremendous. but ho%,
could I?
In fact. when he saw me. I got
the general impression that It.
was unhappy.
On the way to. the beach I di,
coi.emd that he only had $3. Two
dollars of it was expected to bu..
gas. he said. It was then I wondered how we were going to eat or
just Si.
Shortly after this disclosure. I
noted his outtit. There I was lc
my sporty new matching shirt
pedal -pushers, and pursc, TI ht was in his uniformly so,
gray pants and T-shirt.
He may have noticed somethiticid in my attitude when I remarked. I’d never been out witl
fellow before tx-to had
names. inside inked hearts. !
ten on his cords.
Then I found out why he’d
ed
disappointed
to
see
"Where’, the food?" he said.
Food? Food? I thought. Sinre
I’ve never even peel:si an egg it

I seemed incredible anyone could
’ -sk me about food
what did you bring to cat
said.
I groaned. I had cause to. His
1:-lea of a good time at the beach
\--is first to dash around in th.!
surf then to organize a ball game.
then to eat
the food I didn’t
t’ring).
As I said. he’s a nice felk,..
r

Enjoy the Best in
Sea Food Dinners
at the

flora for
31 Years
Phone 318

IDEAL
FISH
RESTAURANT
41%

MUNICIPAL WHARF
overlooking beautiful Monterey Boy. Santa Cruz

Pier Both House
and Lunch Counter

--At Cowell Beach -FISH AND CHIPS
Curlique Potatoes
Our

Specialty

Hot water showers and dressing room
for your convenience.

Entrance to Wharf
Santa Cruz

SEE YOU AT THE BEACH
AT

caitta Ow!

hut . .

brtion for Suntan
Women can protect themselves
from sun burn at Santa Cruz by
using the following sun tan lotion recommended by Dr Geni

Garifner

truck Cavins, associate professor.
of chemistry. A half-pint of the
liquid can he made for about Pi
rents. Dr. Cavins said.
Ingredients -are: One-half cup
any vegetable oil (Mazola or Wes sow, one cup of mineral oil, two

Sea Scholar

teaspoons "Salol" or "Phenyl Salt_
;I druggist
cylati " St.e.

Ark undersea
study in fisnes
rose, yellow, or Slug..
The front panel
ga4hers softly.
The back is c’osely
shirred.
Inner boning 1141 you
wear it strapless
when you chtose.
Made of coior fresh
Sanforizeo cotton.

Ungrateful Gal
Saddens Male
By KEN ROED
When Sunday rolls around, I
usually like to go to Santa Cruz.
situ ed off will
Last Sundaj.
Lucille in her convertible Olds-

$7.95

\
vo(-

.-Gantnpr
EVERYTHING IN MEN AND
WOMENS BEACHWEAR

MARINI

9

11

Fish Restaurant

Your Hosts

ART tN DAILY
!,

ON THE BOARDWALK AT SANTA CRUZ

Ah,.i,t list. mile% outside of
Los Gatos, the motor began to
’.putty’. 11 Lucille hail for-lot ten to Mix gas. This did not upset me since I like Lucille anti
her Oldsmobile.

After Lucille had returned with,
can of gaS. we started off again
and managed to teach the beach
When it name time to eat. Lucillt
!inset nit, even more %t :men silt
-aid she only brought money to
Iqiy us hot dogs.
I really got angry with her when
she failed to approve of a few ot
my female acquaintances whom I
Introduced to her. namely Bikini
Bettj. and Strapless Sal. I thoug!it
they Wei.. nice.
I had a difficult time making
her understand that it %mild
onlx he right to take the girls
home. explaining to her that
they had money to pay for gas.
We finally arrived home, andi
Lucille thanked me for the nice
ttme, and asked me if I wanted to
the same thing nuxt Sunday.
The events of the day had made
me quite upset with Lucille. but
I forgave her and consented: Alter ,
I guess I like Lucille and her!

convertible Oldsmobile.

,

SANTA CRUZ BEACH

Open

Daily
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Delta Zeta pledge dance, an SAE
beach party and a college religious council beach party will be
going on at the same time.
The following Friday, May 23,
are the annual Pushcart relays
and the Eleventh Street Capers,
both of which are all-school events
and open to everyone. The ;text
night will be a busy Saturday,
featuring the Hillel Ball, Kappa
Phi senior luncheon, Engineering
society barbecue, Newman club
variety show, S.J. Players initiation, Tau Delta Phi formal initiation, Theta Xi "Only Yesterday"
dance and a choral ensemble swim
party.
Revelries reunion is slated for
May 27. while the Ii"(’ spring
dance mill be held on the 29th.
The SAE* are planning a dance
for the 30th and the Dt’s have
scheduled
heir annual Full
Moon Ball for May 31.
You see what we mean when we
say spring quarter highlights the
social activities of the year? And
what we’ve mentioned here are
just some Of the events scheduled
for several weekends.

is,

""’

ell

/

De Anza hotel, and to the SAEs
By DIANE ruicE
If there was an excess of blue’ it’s a dinner dance at Shadowca rds distributed this quarter. the "rook.
While all this is going on, the
pr
different from any other spring S i gin a Pis will be enjoying
quarter. More than any other time themsehes at their annual Orof the school year, spring quarter chid Ball at the Mark Hopkins.
means fun, frolic and sometimes Spartan Oriocci is holding a
semi -formal dance that same
wen fa:lu.
night. And Delta Upsilon and
Find an empty weekend, if
Theta Chi will Join together for
you ran, or e%en a spare eean all day party at Pogonip.
nisi": alien nothing’s doing and
The Lambda (’his will be hay)ou 11tH Just sutt le Inte k and
ing a suimming party and the
get that term paper out of the
(lamina Phis will be Initiating
ttay. 4 hatters are you can’t.
new members anti bidding a
I.
barnds and lazy pie banquet at Dinah’s Shack.
hi es at Alum Pork park, to the
more formal dart’s -S held annually
Then the following weekend,
by campus orLynizations, Ihe :’eu May 16 and 17, is loaded with so’short %%cults are crammed with eial functions That Friday is the
’aetivities Stitd,...: aro destined to Newman club dance an Engineeriday seeond (Wino and that ;o-ade ing society smoker, the Lambda
(’hi Aloha formal clanee, and a
tr.iragi
take
,hae., hut I, ale..aj,s loads af %in (’(’F banquet.
Also that night,
sod a %.
ini).o.lant cart -if
Kap,ia Kappa Gam ia and Kappa
Alpha Theta are
a joint
toinka.row
x- srring (11i,e
fo.
t’me the
, imph, NIA% Ill co ’ins
long- Alpha Phi sprine dance is going
awaiteal
Ilal! to all ’0. ,-,thers on.
if Kappa Atoll- To Al -ha Phi
The next niiiht claturday, he
’lope;,
it’: a 1, -rill dance at lhe 17th, is the Militcrv Rail The

l
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"KISS ME HELLO"
(MS TC,
SATURDAY!

for

(!ent Price 60c

SERVICE

7;ckets Available at Door
or at
-.ivate Manager’s Office
Room 16

and
SATISFACTION
398 E

SANTA cLARA

CORNER OF NINTH

M-

Letiley Aud.

815 p.m.
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Southern Gentlemen Greet Their Belles

ON/FEDERATE FLAG in the background. nuaiiir.. of Kappa Alpha fraternity are smiling at
heir dates for the annual Dixie Ball, to he held
’morrow night at the Claremont Country club
ci Oakland. The guys and gals are dressed as

Friday. Ma

9. 1952

it

Kappa Alphas To I lob! 1 naiad
Dixie Ball Tonterrou Eretrin g

photo by Parker.
they will be for the big affair. in southern costumes. Pictured (I. tic r.) are Don Haney, Lloyd
Bishop. Dick Bender, Virginia MeEneany, Ann
Untiedt and Rita Ragozzino.

The Star, and Rats 14 the Conof related at-DAM,. On Tue.,federac.). again will fly aloft tomust onis posted on the door of
morrow night vilien the combined each stor,,rit, ar rot tttt log house
chapters of Rama Alpha
to
where the girl who will attend
Stanford, Cal and SJS hold ihiir
Die dance are staying. The noeighth annual Dixie Ball.
tice ann lllllll
the di I e and
time of delixerx of the Inds -mil
The setting for this colorful
la vors.
affair will he the ( laretnuat
Country club in Oakland.
In
On Wednesday, a horse-drawn
keeping with the finest tradi- carriage, escorted by two ConDins of the ante-bellum South. , federate officers on horseback and
the ?GU guests will wear :le- occupied by tour memberlumps of the period, the men
fraternit in costume, call’
appearing as Confederate arm) house and presents to -71
officers and southern gentlemen Maids of the Contederacy
and the girls as southern belles printed hid and a sior-1)..,, .
in crinoline hoi ip skirts and dresstii in sotit,,
satin.
Saturdt.y
Mint juleps and cot ton 1
:s,.:rn wdh a
soms, along wiqi a large Contial- home f
r
erate battle flag, will help carry The Ball %ti:1
out the theme. Russ Bennett’s a- til I a al.
Oil hand to pno.. id,
lin’Str.1
T h e distinct southern train- a chorus ,. !v..,
Bons of Kai ya
the waltz, .,,.,1
csth its t:iiiastin at Vt..ih:rigten college (later tVashir.gtin
The Dixie Pall is a tradii,
s at
and Let‘
imong kappa Alpha’s 75 char
that time
Ia., in
iIi of uhich. according to the Ira_
:..rnit’s policy, are located out 11 the president of Die ...ILI:,
the Mason-Dixon line. At some Robert E. Lee. %s he is the 4oircolleges it is called the Old South Dual founder of the kappa Alpha order.
Ball, but wherever it is held, it
.1 V.,,Ispa
The loc.il s ’’.int
is a colorful and impressive titian.. For one night it is a return !ilia V. :1\ ,1:1141.1:’,1 at ’an I.
It
to the carefree and courteous days State in ()clots r .ot
’tot -null% a local ;iatcrnity,
of plantation life.
For Gamma Delta chapter it hells )’hi.
and Gel I y
Bruce Summers
SJS. the Ball climaxes a week
day before the dance, a prods- Doyle are co-chairmen

TERFIELD.-LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA’S

TEXAS \U
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is MUCH MILDER
with an extraordinarily good taste
and NO UNPLEASANT AFTER -TASTE
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In a cigarette, taste
makes the difference and Luckies taste better!
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cornin
strcet dance: "Zslobs would he there. Thl% can be
mtowpblasjgo tielzkkqps!" After, verified, because those in charge
of the affair say that everyone
translation and censorship it
viii be there.
reads. ...,ss
The midnight oil has been burning lately at the DC house where
There allso Iva% been a story
final plans are .being made at a
circulating that not one hut
feverish pace. Various chairmen
se%er.il movie stars will he on
can be seen stroking their beards
Grable via.. not
hand. Belt
land near beards) in an effort to
make the Eleventh Street Capers
l’SSF: Joseph Stalin
among them at last report. It
aas also w.erheard last week
number one hero, has issued the
one of the biggest events of the
following statement concerning the that sett-rat 4partsin celebrities year.
London. England: startling
netts from the palace %%as re%,ealed tinia%. Prince Philip has
not sha%rn ti.r three days, and
Elizabeth has not objected. It
weettl
tou occupied
11131 she
hi learning the t harieston tor
1115
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The difference between "itiq smoking- and
really enjoying your smoke is the taste of a
cigarette. You can taste the difference in the
smoother, mellower, more enjoyable taste of a
Lucky ... for two important reasons. First,
L.S. M.F.T. Lucky Strike means fine tobacco
... fine, mild tobacco that tastes better. Second,
Luckies are made to taste better ... proved bestmade of all five principal brands. So reach for a
Lucky. Enjoy the cigarette that tastes better!
Be Happy Go Lucky! Buy a carton today!
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Jackie Martin Named1-1( I ’
IS% DIANE PRICE
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111001. TOPPER
photo by Zimmerman.
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NEARTIN. pretty freshman coed from San Mateo,
as
crooned "King Neptune’s Bride" at the annual Delta Sigma Phi
Sailors Ball held recently at S%eadal, near Morgan Hill. Winning
swer contestants from all other campus sororities, Jackie, a Kappa
Kappa Gamma, uns judged on her charm, poise and beauty. tier
"Bridegroom," King Neptune himself., nas portrayed by past president John Rogers. The affair is an annual ..%..nt uith all Delta
sig chapters.

War Declared Between
Vicious ATO, SN Tribes

,-4171%

By DIANE PRICE
War is on! Yes sir, the fight for survival is now in progress, but
it’s a private battie a traditional one at that. War hoops, hatchets,
and vicious redskins (with black and white feetl are swarming the
campus.
Don’t misunderstand. It’s like this. Every year on campuses all
- acec the nat.on where the7e
-

sigma Pi Will H ld
knnual Orchid Ball
The local Beta Eta chapter o!
Pi fraternity and Iota

i,.!ma

at the University of Cali 1 tin will hold their annual Orhd
formal tomorrow night
the Hotel- Mark Hopkins in
Francisoa, according to Dick
,
publicity chairman.
Orchid ball is a function
’,I annually by all 53 chapters
’ Sigma Pi fraternity. For the
two years, the Cal and SJS
..,10..rs have joined together to
!fl the function.
-Queen of tile Orchid Ball’
to soleete,1 at thc dance from
.
rt (E1 E !Wants nominated by
ehapters. Dr. Robert Gordon
ill
president of the Univer:, of California, will head the
.::1n committee and will award
ize to the winner.
Chairman Carl Burger is
re of arrangements for -the
.1 hapter.
,napter

Th.’

oo

Sigma Nu and Alpha Tau (e.
chapters, there is a traditional
rivalry between the "Black Fe. I"
.ind the "White Feet." The
lc, way of explanation. are
\TOs, and the Whites, the SC-nna

:;us.
The

local chapters of th,
!ternities have started tLie ::.,
week at SJS. They will eonto
!on the warpath until M;,y
1,;, when they’ll smoke the p.;,,
at a blow-out called the
Foot -White Foot Ball."
Bill Spengemann, Eentoy front
the AT() war camp, and Bill
en:oy from the sN
house. met in a pow-wow on the
campus lawn and drew up the
articles pertaininz to lh.. ....th.
change of prisoners
treatment of capises.
s In m.11 rjir!,
Se% oral sorpris,

already ha: e been held, and t
will continue until the dance,
which will bc in Indian costume,
the black: in the,,
the whi*es denoted
This will end the two-week battle, and peace nll). reign again
until next year.

COLLEGE CLEANERS

PIW

288 E. San Carlos

You’ll wont that topper
. . . one of unmistakably
new and stunning fast on.

.at

That’s poodle cloth
that s newest and smartest.

"Bachelor Shirt Laundry"
Shirts in at 9:00

Out at 5:00

127.133 So. 1st Street
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Panhellenic Leaders Open Workshop

Pyes To Present Graduation Gift
June
To Coeds Graduating ingraduates,
An exclusive new teaspoon of
Sterling Inlaid Silverplate, with
the words "Class of 1952" inscribed across the bowl, will be presented as a free graduation gift
to every San Jose State college
girl who receives her sheepskin in
June, it was announci d today by
Sarnu,1 }’yes, owner of Sam Pyes,
Jeweicr.
These spoons are introduced especially in honor of this year’s

girl
and they are no
available to anyone else,
Details of this plan entitlin
each senior girl to her free spoo
will be announced before Jun
10. Mr. Pyes said.
"These gifts are simply our wa
of saying ’congratulations and hes
wishes for the future’. to all Sat
Jose State young girl graduate
this June," Mr. Pyes stated.
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ol the 5% orkshop. Mr, %%

opened the first Vtorknhop are (I. to
the local panhellrnie
n
,,
.1. in of
hairnian
Ileeker.
ihreig, National

Chum pligne Is
!lance Theme

photo by Montague
Panhellenic council adaiser for the college; and
Mrs. GeorKe Ma-mm..0n, treasurer of National Panhellenic eioinvil. Several hundred sorority girls
fr
all campus sororities attended the day -long
conference, %% filch probably aill become an annual
affair.
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‘Under The Stars’

%%ill be I)’
Mack
I I, ow or I 1, s.
-11.1111ai &Olt,
il All I W.int
The li.ind
oinot I I/O night at hi, Hotel Lyn- for rhristnias is a Big Fireplace."
iil.10.1,11tig to ’ while 300 couples danced at the
don 171
chair- Junior class "Prom Uncio.r Ito.
ft iii’.
the 1.1..111,
s, iti I
Stars."
Saturday
evening
al
The npartan Hovel in pow
11,:illiwood park in Saratoga.
noring the %Inner. uhieh %%ill
There %%ere no complaints
leatitre the orehentra of INinald
about the 1.110%P41 4.11..1.1 %land, an
h.. 11.1/111. In open to the
Itean.
the ’real oul-ol.-11.i.Irn prosell
poldie, Anal bill, are nim on var.
rhill% e
gh to is arrant tile
he tin. solo’ .1
CAI
Ileta% lag -on of emits.
wiIf, tbe orchestra, while Rieharil
liespiti. the weather. or because.
Eislarnoto will be a5e1‘0111117
’at by
(*or
.1,1 ler filly. te on 1h.. of it. (hi, prom proved a suceess,
both socially and finaiwially, ac1...1,,,
coriling to Hal Niederiniff, prom
l’istronn for lb.- 11.1111, nih h.
chairman.
h
Mrs. %%.11.ira F
Seviral hundred Cardboard stars,
1 I I 111.1.1
II. 11r, :Old 11 e
rovered with silvir glitter, were
h..%
and Sir :and Sirs. Olnori.
Pt. ng Itom above, reflecting the
I.
III 6v Helen %foie
I lit of the Mae globes which ilsIt SI..141
Doe 11.i% 41Iil and
luminated the floor. The stars
111010.
C.11111111 tee 11.0:111, 1.11 1h. it iiiii made up tor the absence of real
at.. Ilarry koloyashi and lei 1S,iw- stilts winch were shut out by the
ot oak In .:inches overhead.
Itl Kawahara.
+ilia: a. p’. nerisi
tokets. Alice Ilishari, Shunji liii
Ruddy Ning’m orchestra, in
and Jessie llisitstinrotii, publicity; plaid tiimlo jackets, entered inham am! Jessie Matsumoto,
to tit.. npirit of things. king
oi chest i a. Pale I layagla and Nor - %sore a pair of fur -lined gimes
1.14 Sluntani. plait’ ; and Agnes while directing. II... iiii 1)1411.\ er
,i W13
decors.anti socalist warmed los hands
with matehes betwcco numbers

and wore a hat and wool top
coat must tof the eseningdorwore
coat during most of the evening.
Those lucky individuals who had
car heaters visited the parking lot
adjacent the dance floor frequently. Those who weren’t so luck
kept warm by flea hopping to
waltivh, Others found that dancing close seemed to solve the prob.
m.
Contrary to popular belief, those
little green worm-like creaturis
dropping out of the sky were not
invaders from Mars, but mere oak
worms f rom the overhanging
branches’ There is no truth to the
space visitor rumor according to
Niederhof,
f.
Patron% for the prom were Mr.
and Mrs. Wilbur Loki’, Mr. and
Mrs. James M. Craig and Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Seyferth.
Members of the prom committee
were: Phil NiederhofT, chairman;
Ingrid Anderson, prom site; Rita
Raggazinno, band; Nancy Gibson,
decorations; Ken Scannell, sales
manager; Mary Lou Bergen, patrons; Ed Bissell. publicity; Mary
Lou Carli, bids; and Dick Kohler,
police.
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Junior Prom Held

We have a beautiful "Class of 1952."
Holmes tk Edwards
teaspoon for you...
absolutely free.
You may choose
from the loveliest
patterns in this fine
silverplate.
New!
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HOLIES & EDWARDS
orec,:oe,
All Apflorn.
made is U S A
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CREDIT
JEWELER
San Jose

48 So. First Street

mucti.sClub
I Imittrs limns

included in the program V. as an
Grace Hannibal
oildrcr by Hr
if Ihe English department. sham
solos by Mary Ruth Mornee. and
5.wal III‘lert Hens by lfores.n F.irr
A highlight of the afternoon wi
a style show of fashions such as
I hose a.irn by the mothers in thin,
The show is a’. al rail ’’’’I10.

Th
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How comfortable
can a shoe be?
Why not slip on
a pair of these
flexible, soft
leather flats
and see for
yourself!
In white, lilac,
yellow, or nat, linen,
they’re yours

for only
R
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A serene, Ey
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Excitement Mounts As
Annual Relays Near.

15

One Will Be The ’Crescent Girl’

By MARV HALL
by some 40 sarong clad Alpha
one of the biggest fraternity. Chis, went into a spin after throwsponsored, all -school events of the ing the wheel, rammed the curb,
spring quarter, the Pushcart Re- but still managed to limp in for
lays, sponsored by Lambda Chi the second-place trophy,
Alpha, will take place on May 23.
The winning cart receives
The Pushcart Relays queen con- trophies galore. For winning the
test, to choose a Lambda Chi grand championship race, be"Crescent Girl" to reign over the tween the men’s and women’s
Relays, has gone into the semi- divisions, the sponsoring group
final stages. Tomorrow afternoon gets to take home the 3-foot
at the pool on the Christopher high. splendiferous first -place
Ranch, the 12 semi-finalists will trophy. A trophy is also given
be t he fraternity’s guests at a Iii the winning entry for taking
swimming party, according to first place In their division, and
Tony Chiavetta, queen contest permanent trophies a r e given
for both first places, in the
chairman.
cart’s division and in the chamThe girls and their sponsors
1
pionship race.
are Marlene Watkins, Kappa
Tau; Marsha Brady, sigma Kap- , A trophy for the most original
pa; Marilyn Thatcher, Delta !.entry
- also is offered. Chi Pi SigGamma; Peggy Bauer, Kappa ma. the police fraternity, walked
Alpha Theta; Carolyn King, Phi off with this bauble last year with
Sigma Kappa; Marlene Faber, its sedan chair entry, complete
Alpha Chi Omega; Pat Burrows, i with swarthy harem girl and six
Gamma; Pat dusky carriers.
Kappa
Kappa
Threlfall, Alpha Phi; Lois KirshFavored in last year’s pre -relay
ner, Gamma Phi Beta; Jan !dope sheet, was Gamma Phi Beta’s
Brockman, Delta Upsilon; Don- fancy underslung hot rod, with SEATED IN and standing ar
11 it:Ilk...A+ I
I a hat is not a
na Atherton, Sigma Alpha Epsi- !rear axle springs. A Chi O’s leg i pushcart to lie entered in the annual Pushcart Kr
Marlene ’Watkins. Kapp:. Tau; Pat !Stamm., ham.,
kappa GA
a: Peggy Itaiiir. kappa Alpha
lon; and Connie Hart, Sigma Nu. tpower won out in t he stretch,1 lays, sponsored 11 1.1411111)da Chi Alpha traternit.
poling for the 11th’ iii
arolyn king, Phi Sigma Kappa: Marilsn l’hat
Six finalists will be chosen from however, and the Gamma Phis are 11 of the 12 lovelies s,
Delta Gamins. Standing (I. to r.) are Ma
"Crescent Girl. The winner and her attendants
this group, and the queen and her had to be satisfied with the second I will be named next Friday at the Spring formal.
Faber, Alpha Chi Omega: Marsha Brads, sigma
place
trophy
in
the
women’s
diwill
be
attendants
named
at
two
The large trophy in the center will he awarded to
Kappa: C tttttt ie Dart, sigma No; Lois Kirchner.
the Spring Formal dance on May vision.
tia
a l’hi min: and Donna .Atherton. sagoi,
the winning cart in the grand championship race,
Foothill
club.
Saratoga
the
16 at
ATO’s cart spun out of conAlpha lEpsilon. Not shown is Jan Itrockinan, sponthe two smaller ones going to abating division ensored hN Delta Upsilon.
tries. Seated (I. to r.) are Pat Threlfall. Alpha Phi:
Last year’s queen was Jean trol on the second turn and upWolford of Delta Gamma, and her set Bob Baron, who received a
attendants were Dale Schumacher, broken wrist in the fall. That first -place trophy. Girls’ entries!
Kappa Kappa Gamma, and Carol was the only mishap of the day.
can use male pushers, but must
Warner, Alpha Phi.
Pre-season talk seems to indihave a female driver.
Relays
cate
that
the
Pushcart
of
pushcarts
of
32
hot
A total
Lambda Chis have managed to
entered last year’s races, and 1952 will be the most hotly con29 are entered this year. The tested yet. Entering groups learn- ’patch up their 1925 Chevrolet.
Relays attracted hundreds of ed last year that the men behind Paedagogus, once again, to lead
Spartans last year, and specta- the carts are the important ones, the grand parade. It will be foltors were treated to some of the and legpOwer will be the keynote
Sanforized Broadcloth
Pique Trimmed
lowed by the queen and her atmost exciting pushcart action this year.
followed
by
the
pushtendants,
rerun
like
a
The races are
ever seen in these parts.
This year’s pushcarts will have lay In track, only instead of carts, who will file by the judges*
to go far to top the fast time -the runners passing batons, stand to be judged for the most
turned in by PiKA’s winning en- they pass pushcarts. There are original trophy.
Guide ropes and motorcycle
try last year. The alligator cart five relay stations along the
policemen kept the crowds off
swept through the entries in the racing course, each manned by
of the track last year, and
men’s division with ease and then a relay station official, who
necessary
blocked
off t he
ran away from the winner of the checks to see that the carts are
streets.
women’s division, Alpha Chi Ome- passed within the bounds of his
ga, who threw a wheel on the station. Carelessness here can 1 Defending champs PiKA will
have their jobs cut out for them
first turn in the grand champion- get a cart disqualified.
The entrants are divided into this year, as every organization
ship race.
It was a neck and neck battle men’s and women’s divisions and entered is gunning for top honors.
until that first turn, however. The race against each other. The di- Friday, May 23, is the day. May
Alpha Chi Hawaiian entry, backed vision winners race for the huge the best cart win.

HAMMER
Street
’286 South First

Match -ups
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3.93

eily Ache,. or Ade

Solid colors
Or
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White -ground
hairline checks

Whai Vote Wear!

Navy - Maize

Pink - Blue

grand nwg

White and Brown
White and Blue

Audrey’s Pr ice

Reg. Price
Values to
49.95

Brand New!

16.00 to 24.00
Sample Formals
Bridesmaid’s Dresses, too
Allen A First Quality Hosiery-99c
Famous Sheer Mesh (Dark Seam)S1.06

e2lreiJ

Buy a solid color set and
a checktd set

Outlet

76 W. SAN FERNANDO
Open Thursday ’til 9

’tween Firs+ and Market

Sizes
10 to 18

Look at those Prices again! Look at the flair!
Feel that fine, smooth cotton fabric that will
take countless tubbings and you’ll want two or
more of these outfits!

60 Gauge Snag ResistontS1.29

Audreti3

White and Red

CYpress 4.434S

You’ll have a mix-or-match collection
that is a whole wardrobe in itself

At your fingertips . .
A TRADITION IN SAN JOSE

.

Our pants go to every length to piease

to mate with summer sun-tops . . . to be your

constant companions for leistre

hours. Our pretty mode&
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By JOYCE PASSETTI
The sloppy look is out. Fickle
.ashion has a new darling, Slylish
)layclolhes are "it" this season.
Remember ii hen plavelothes
meant throning on a pair of
Levis, a sweatshirt or dad’s old
oversized white shirt?
A neater appearance came in a
’ow years ago when clothes-con- I
-ilous females took a fancy tol
,oys’ khakis, Pendleton shirts and;
.ashmere sweaters. Wherever you
.vent, thc beach, mountains or city I
...ou would see them wearing khaiais or "grays." the cuffs rolled to I
the middle of their legs and waist
band falling snugly around their!
hips, a plaid Pendleton tucked in;
io-atly and a 5i70 41 cashmere!
casualli over their shoulders !
..,1 tiers, brothers itnei 1110Yrienti«
g rat,’fiiI ti t he
in
playclot
manotaeturers it ho
took one look and tried. "This
ha, tog to stop."

A new era in playelothes lash ins has dawned. The accent is on
strietly feminine look,
Glance through any fashion ma- I
gazine or wander through I he
sportswear department of a store ’
and you’ll see pedal pushers and
photo hy 7.1
rmaii
shorts beautifully tailored in a va- -see how much better ue bark." says fashion-uise Jo Ann SnorrN.
:iety of materials and colors.
cent,’,, and Mary Clare O’Neill. right, as they shots ill the latest in
play-clothes t II Donna Zschokke, is ho vont’
V1here California previously
to advocate the
"sloppy" look, Jo Ann is uvaring gray denim Nlatailtir pants and
hail he-en the center for play’
clothes creations, designers this
season have traveled to all parts
of the world for style fashions

is hit.’ turtle -necked jersey, %s hit.- Mary Clare features navy
sailcloth pedal pushers and striped jacket.

and fabrics.
The influence of Mexico. Spain
and Italy is evident in the Matador pedal pushers which have gained favor especially with girls gifted with long, slim legs and narrow hips.
Fashioned after the costume.
worn by bullfighters, the Matador ,
pants are snug fitting, tapering ,
along the length of the leg to a
little below the knee. They come
in a variety of fabrics and colors,.
ranging from
denim and terry
clottlip velvet. Worn with a longitleficashmere or turtle -necked’
jersey, the ensemble is the most
clamorous and feminine of the 1
play-clothes.

blue

1,llii10. 1,, I, I iiiiii .11111.411
Perfect for pirltirs or tennis are the brief shorts st.
Iii ’Ii nil
1.
Adams, left, and Jeannette II, rgra%.. right, Is,,. I %seats A .11..
ii
111.111.0.is i111 her plaid :hurts, %% bile Jeannette accents het UM%
shorts with a red T-shirt.

Ile

this a pasitl si lizard

Aql cuttiti: DENIMS
e’k’N

Cut thl cLieg care" under a string sin’ Ta
Luorbe aap tope Pocket UM., All to r.
Saugoraeti denims into the most decontave deco. a gill ever
’irked bet,elf out at faded blue ia.to arbIte ,ore,

C- Coded Sivatta. bete

3316

ppet

to

D Dowd Sto-Dme, wailer wet,

III

I Pie Asa, Bolero Imam

1.111

I Wall Is Nora tell iTpet

away sak. red Forum

2.11

II Strapless Pea, woad. !tried

4.

G Shelties, JA, Salm

1M

A. Juan’s "not Cap

The most popular after-school
wear is the matching sailcloth
sets, The pedal pushers Cr.- more

ir) restward-Ho in Ann 5 k

4.11

M Pedal Pathos, bate ’feu

practical and conventional looking than the Matadors. White
stitching along the set-in pockets and the seams Sr.’ a favor- 1,
ed feature. Many of the pedal I
pushers have cuffs trimmed with
material matching the jaekets
in the MAN.

Tops are definitely news! De -1
rs have come up with "fashin magic." For sunning there is!
he iver popular halter, with or I
..vithout straps. For "cover up" I
are sleeveless, turtle-necked
r -shirts trimmed with bands of
olnrs; terry cloth blouses with l
.ibbed sleeves and waistbands:
leeveless blouses with starched
oter-pan collars and sailcloth
jackets in colors to match or contrast with the pedal pushers.
Exciting news about shorts is ,
.hat they are short and have cuffs.
They come in a galaxy of vibrant
colors to show off this summer’s
Tan. New and practical are the
orry cloth shorts which are wonIerful to wear at the beach over
,1 wet bathing suit. You’ll still find
ienim, pique, sailcloth and cot-

Ii
A

MTS.
The cotton shorts are "cute"
in colorful
prints and paisley
pat terns.
One-piece
play suits.
bloomer shorts,
looking much
like the gym outfits girls moaned about in high school, also are
being show n.
1, .i!e’d this
The

Nason, for the most part. are
.ashable and treated for greater
To complete this new look for
ay time most of the pedal pushensembles hme
,--horts-jacki.t
’,atehing "baseball player" hats.
you prefer to go native get
. age floppy straw hat. Go barefoot
or wear sandles with as few straps
as possible and you’ll be set.
It looks like a good spring and
summer for the boys as well as
the girls. All that’s missing is the
sim. But when it comes out the
parade to the beach will start.

400.i)

161

SOUTH FIRST STREET

Oprn Thursday ’fil Nine

Is %Mb

Friday,

May 9, 1952

Campus Style Show,
nical Coed Criticizes
Clothes of Joe College
By 10 ROssIIIANN
What ever happened to the days
when a man thought he was well
dressed if hi owned a clean white
shirt a 10.3, arid black striped tie
and an ice cream nuit with a belt
in the back’ Nowadays you can’t
tell a V:113, from a circus wagon at
20 tee, arid further away he’s just
one big lilob of distliorefinli tett
Cf.ifor

I armies Reau nrionnyels seem
I.. hose, between shirts clowOf
resembling Ore color of a ’.1115% Is’
r..illnk orisnKe and a ripe bruise.
’I hese Ii.01. of tailor appear in nil
11141 small, Pm
I %ye, of
big mid too hind.
i worn either with
I
siee%ei. hanging limp like a wet
sail or rolled up to show that
I alon St0111. 114,11 Sr.’ sneaky about
Ita whole thing and cover it up
with a conser%aine sweater just
allowing the collar to flap in the
toe. /4
Slacks are still ’,uvula, with
campus swirls tally a few fashion-

Fusle inn Feta
For S
ti g ls
r

14 ditty (thrte
.

"/". ii’’
to mans ‘0)le designer,
;
ws ;ire malOng the fashions
.pring
addition to the list’s!
"Items there are silk organdy.
.ictate, denim. linen. rayon, nylon,
glingliam and batiste mafahis ,Il ..... h
popeel.ir
small eherk, for
blouses and leathers% eight
.11

’.11111N

1.’51

1.11

1111.11,

wit! blouses. Jolt
and drie,scs
le is a film% Wirt.- that falls into
ernp fold,. ta tilting I INS,
MI look
I 1...1.1 hilly ti. 111111 is still iire
31. SO

all

,t, ..iii the
. ’ ’’;’’,

1104:11Ialt,

’
pi MI.

Imo .81
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1.11.’ ,I
\ i,, i’
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tut In
the re
I It,lr,
Sr.’
dreses
and

%%Ws

first follower,: are
dying heir
greys to match their socks. Faded
blue denums have taken the Place
of the dirty cord and the army
surplus khakis. Their main attraction is the- fact that they show
the dirt taster.
Jacket%
to
match
denims,
State jackets, and water repwllent jacket,. are the fayorite in
the "keeping ssarm" department.
They seem to ;whirs.. a certain
distinction after being rolled in
a ball and used for a pillow.
if t,
trick to plaime mothers and family ironer% is the old
_ a roll - the - 1:114,1,4S shirt - and starched - white
wear - it - to - school gag. In hot
weather this calls for a clean one
at least twine a day.
Pastel shirts still lead the dress
paraeh. Most men, for some weird
reason, prefer them with tweed
suits. or worn with a tie designed
to clash.
Thing.. improse %%hen Spartans
lake off for eyening activities.
They realize that formal means
a Inv or is hit.’ dinner jacket.
rici ...tonally they make It
real
i’s’ lit !IN struggling into a shirt
alit. I reni h cliffs.

For Variety ,
Male and Female Try Ribboii
male Casts Fashion %ote, , This Spring
Surveys ’Women s Styles

By RILL GOSSETT
"Oh, no! Not me7"
-Yes, you have to write the arof
ticle on the male iewpoint
feminim. fashions." replied the fus-mg feature editor.
So Mk le the product of that
1.pinion
assignmentone man’
of what’s what with female fashions.
This survey was conducted with
the attitude of reporting what I
have seen and what I would like
to See on the feminine form this
spring.
Any young lady on the Spartan
campus has the opportunity of appearing as cool, calm and beautiful
as ever this season.
An interesting and lengthy tour
of window shopping at the fashion
displays in San Jose’s leading a:omen’s shops appears to confirm
this opinion.
Again this year, it appears
that cottons oil! dominate the
parade with pique Mousfash
es and full skirts keynoting the
style tor castled wear

Variety is what coeds stnve
for
, in dress and one way to
achwee
variety is with the use of
ribbons.
trasting bolero, another terM for
I
Ribbons add color and style
an umanforized jacket.
to
Evening dresses created from I everything you wear, from hats to
should
blouses
and
Orlon
dresses.
called
a new fabric
he prominent. This new "magic"
For a colorful note. on a simple
material retains pleats lwrinaadress, a wide bow of nylon ta!
-4
potty and is stain resistant. This
can be worn as a corsage or
I’. good news, fellows, for it
line accessory.
certain
means we can hold that
With white batiste or pique
gal a little noire closely while
blouses, two or three ribbons
dancing. Al’..., we need not fear
of
nylon tafetta or rayon can be inthe cleaning bill that comes from
tertwined into a tie that either
dropping food and drinks in the
blends or contrasts with the blouse,
young ladies’ laps.
Picot -edged rayon taffeta makri
For those tanning escapades at
the beach, a million and one dif- a handsome edging on collar and
ferent styles have our wholeheart- cuffs of blouses or dressrs
ed support. Any version of the
swim suit, which gives the gal
that eye-appealing look, will do in
our estimation.
for your NOTEBOOKS!

Choice Magazines

It’s difficult to select one swim
suit style. as the supreme one, since
the gal’s choice and figure play an
important role.
The halter style probably will
the prevalent and favored one
although the strapless suit is here
to stay.
It’s a to,dip between the onepiece and tutu -piece versions, an
each has its individual advantages.

Only 10c Each!
House & GardenHouse Besitiful
Harper Bacaa,American Home
lifter Home & GardenAsia
SunsetHealthPopular MecisaMs
Popular PhotographyCharm
HysliaMoCallsSewenteen
Jack &
Housekeepi9
Women’s Horne Companion

’Die appearance of coolness gain from a white, sleeveless pique
PLUS MANY, MANY MORE
rbioii,e, tops my preference list.
i.For soffit’ mysterious circumstance.
Wiwi’ the invitation says inain partiale
ift
.4!though 1
You have your preference and
formal, they take advantage of the know that earious other colors
we have ours.
leeway and throw in a little var- have their plane and advantage,
Let’s not bicker,
irity Informal to the male animal
Also appealing in the blouse secThe top choice is that sW.
means anything front his leopard tam are the pubh sleeve styles
satisfii.s the individual we;.1.
skin %Vial shuta
r to a Rom in stripe I whic h ii.orviiy that ":xi is ml ’
119 E. SAN FIR’o".;
us j,ko.
ing
full
eornit,;hut:ioeniothes
and her he-man
(Across boUnit skirts should he
skirts.
The
o We.
sweeping.
tin a coffee date, a weeke nd!
eetreet-lengt h style strikes
he
ii’or a sports affair they izo
eye with its attractiveness. ’ValiCORONA
hog wild. "Just something casual"
REMINGT
UNDERWOOD ROYAL
ations from bright saint ...tors
means he’ll be wearing anything
to moody tones to colorful prints
from his fraternity tee shirt to
alum
For a multitude- of el ’
!stesican stanttrero. complete wito
..secnereferp
t iiittrt-a’1.111 bat hi tug snit
1.1te-n tor both casual and even Sh10.,
follow the party line. ling at Iii.’ and silk fort hose evenSpecial Rental Rates for Sii.dents
ing dates are other fabric’s which
The-Y "r"."1" Yulinw calf sneak
Llid Standard & Porta0a MacnInes Fcr Sa!ii
sued.’ saddles (aim- will he accentuateil this spring.
e" I" white
S tr dl s-.S bareback dresses in an
p1.-I.’w
red shoelaces
Ed. 19r.i0
Easy Payment Plan
assortment of fabrics and solid ,
The fast ills tope:trance el the
l’01111*s are rapidly’ gaining favor b.!
’teleran has Lillial the arms stirtheir dual purpose of casual and
1,011,m parade. The das
es ening wear. Appealing with thiFree Parking Neil Door
24 S. 2nd St., CYprr,s 3
"bee. .. %OMIT.: Man Villre thc
di,. 1-, either a matching or coo
14,1,44 tie raptured IC.
1 III
,iiiii i splinted WWI. bullet hole to
1. it,
...... ear:sting ;slims;
will tip the 1100,1
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r, his.’
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UniqueFabricsFeatureFashionScene
For Springtime on College Campus
By D

E PRICE

Well, gals, its that season of
the year again. The sun’s shining.
flowers are blooming, the temperature’s rising and spring is
here, all of which means one thing
to most of us. Its time for fashions!
Spring is the time when all
young ladies’ fancies turn, too- to
thoughts of clothes. Clot hes-coi scions Cathy, the coed, has her
hey day then, when all the stores
pack up their skirts and sweaters
for another year, and the accent
is on stylish, bright -colored cottons.
Planning a spring shopping
spree? Then get set for the time
of your life. There’s much to
Cli11041.
fr
this year, and
cshances are you’ll have trouble
making decisions. You’re in for
a few surprises, too, when you
view the latest styles and labiles on the fashion scene this
season. They’re different!
Did you ever expect to’see the
day when straw would be used to
make cloth? Well, the time has
come, and straw cloth skirts and
dresses are quite the thing. Straw
from head to toe is the basic idea
-- hat, dress, bag, and -yes -even
shoes.
If you hate to iron, then
wrinkle-shed cotton is just the
thing for you. No fuss, no muss,
no worries. And nylon fabrics,
too, are becoming even more prominent this season.
Denim, once used only for
les is and the such, now is an all
around fabric. Shorts, pedal
poshers, skirts, blouses and
dresses
all are being made
f
denim. And the material is
not just the solid color it used
to be. Flowered, print, striped,
checked and plaid denim clothes
now rate even in the niost fashionable wardrobes.
It’s a long way from pedal pushers to spring formals, but not a,
far as quilted materials are concerned. Pick any color or any
style, and you can bet you’ll find
it quilted.
Highlighting the fashion scene
are cotton prints embossed with
metallic gold. Expensive looking,
practical and stylish, they’re just
what you want tor an evening out
when you wish to look casual, yet
well dressed. The pastel print gold combination is lovely to look
at and unbelievably low priced.
Warm summer evenings call
fiir something cool, comfortable.
and dressy looking. Nylon sheer
is the answer to your prayers.
Flowered prints or solid pastel
colors look lovely and near as
u ell.
Stripes horizontal, vertical, diagonal- they’re the keynote to
this spring’s fashions. From play
clothes to formals, stripes are destined to be the favorite. Checks
and plaids, as always, will be popular, but fashion designers predict stripes will take first place.
There will be more than just a
few favorites this year as far as
colors are concerned. Variety in
color, as well as style, add to the
excitement of the approaching
fashion scene. Violet will be popular again this year, as, of course,
will yellow, blue, green and pink.
Neutral colors, though, probably
will give competition to the more
established pastels. Beige is now
the rage!
Full skirts will be preferred.
stylists sa.s, hut high and offtie
filer necklines
the-sl
for popularity. And it’s full
sleeves or no sleeves again this
year.

snesmo

Believe it if you will, but anything goes in shoes this season,
with all kinds of new ideas appearing on the scene. It’s focus
on footwear, with shoes matching
outfits in material, too. Bamboo,
wool jersey, cotton print, denim
and calico shoes are new and different. but foot loose and fancy
free is the lateest word.
So. pick and choose as you will.
Any style, any color, any material
you may desire all are available.
Easy on the budget, easy on the
eye, your spring wardrobe can offer variety, good taste and comfort, And; oh, what tun!

BETTY RICHERT. nicknamed
-Dicky," 1 the cute little gal
below wearing a cotton pique
dress from Prussia’s that’s just
right for campus wear. The dark
cotton, contrasted by a white
neckline that points to a
in both front and back, is flattering to those spring quarter
tans.
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Campus Coeds Cmint Cash
Budg. :s just don’t work anymore. Ask the girl who knows.
college cord. Moncy runs
ough her fingers like that sand
the Santa Cruz beach
What clothes -conscious girl can
.st those luscious looking win,: d.:plays. featuring thii latest
es lor .the swason" You can’t

THE PERT AND PRETTY coed
above is Dot Herrick, senior sociology major, %%hi) is smiling
I happily over her neu spring formal t
Prussia’s. Nyil.111 sheer.
ballerina length dresses such as
Dot’s are sure to (Iran sighs
from all the guys. The halter sty le top, accented by a him
at the neckline, and the hill skirt
trimmed in navy velvet Sr.’
enough to make any girl smile.
Zimmerman ’ Her jacket, too, is velvet.

picks this cotton u ea.... halter
Itiv
as One ot her spring
fa% orit. s. tataiiie gold Mead.
are %%oven into the material. and
gold buttons trimming tin. lb,
dice and the porhets and a Vali
leather belt r
plete Ihe Md.
fit. It’s an ideal dress 1. vial spring evening oceasions.

Strike a Match
in Cool New
COTTON
SEPARATES

Patsy Liefrinck, star of 1952

smartly
blouse

reached
tailored

(of

for

a

sleeveless

Soap -and Water

fabric) . . . then selected a
matching skirt, to make up
striking combination; just one
of dozens from Blum’s Sportswear.
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Riley Tops List -Of SLorthaired Shoe Scene
Spari an Coeds :Many Style

DAII

Shows
Twists

1..k.spitt Vot;uc’s fashion dictate
41/
last wet!: thin hair should be five
Ity .10 Iftnss.1%,bNi
lading into tb,
las’
inches long to he sty halt, many
ground. This yoar the :
iasjuor,,,
-Ii
women on campus are still having Cind, rella wouldn’t have is anted ignored the childhood Iasi
,Ir_Ur locks scisoored. or doing it to leko.e behind are promised
this more footwear in calf.
thernseb.s.
year h: shoe experts
Heists in a variety 01 sty Ls
COntendins for lb.. titl,cit the
The designers
hate
’,sett
iashion twists Sr.’ on the mat
float
1iwn-m-Aver.1.1
had on
es ors thing evaept glass to fashThe ankle strap and the tot
,amptis is Drama Major Joan
ion
he summer style-. Irish
and heel, as variety are still poi,-.Riley. Miss Rik) participated as
linen in white or dyed to urn I. h
lar. They’re cool and fashion 1.12",
a hair model in the Western Cossummer accessories is still the
for after dark act is dies.
metologists hair show last Sun .It), material. linen shoes
’Las at thc Fairmont hot, iiii
are :is ail:dile in a
a riet
11 isn’t necessars to .4i, ’t, to
:an Ft aneiseo.
sty les: pumps. %lary Jam.’, or
the do rt.- a nod
statidliss tor
balleriattis.
Ii, r red hair was cut to a
dress. wear either. Illeols
ms
SU*
,
ii
it,
style eat hied
’:iia,tt
opera pumps, t’rench and it
It’.
sri
creator, Miss Doris Ferguson of
\ a. r: v. oat ! IT
styles tire available in too chief
IT’ op ia chimps and ankle sti
the Studio .11 Reality in the Burred, primrose pink III stmt.’st
,I.
ballerinas. Sue
bank dstriet of San Jose,
sallow to maloh sour
.... tier
cot tons.
Th, style consists 01 shoi t !tangs able in the old s,anda hi dal
ha..
,
brow
n
which start about ene-fourth of , tones,
!lay shoes are a riot IA
the way up the top of the head. They are a good in. estmeto n and matarials. Faded him. die
The r.ght stdo is curved hi waves . cause they are definit-ly in in,
:tit en.pe soles, sit o
which continue aertyss the hack of I hanz-over-to-winter depirtmeni.
dyed to match shorts. ,
I
Patent leather pimps al,
the head, anti the left side is curltashoyned into gay s:.
ed toward the face in a soft ’twit 1. :
tennis or the hvach I iii lo at :eirt
it
and
kept
wanitetint.
arotoid
hie
It took its o weeks to prepare
stripes to match
a, the hair
for the shon, Miss Riley said. I sta:
only a portion ot
show
winning
style
at
the
-After having my hair cut, .shapirws. The sty
6
is as created in las ender hair
d, washed. set, dr:A and lacqu, rthe materials
hieh
the
perfert
matched
is
is
, d a ;..ty dozen tittles I lett Ii1;,
dress the model was %%raring.
I .110011 he I n.:ring a dog she’e.
.t11 hair styles vvere judged on
le addeti.
Norkman.hip, adapt:thIlity to
Mtod lock,. at the .110%, Were
the ii,..? ant.’, and adaptability to
Shoes this season totioa
theil or rhoo.d. 1111.% ftile esphoto by Zimmerman
the model.
-leon
line. They are no longet
plaitted. Otte ’.t list came op to
BOUFFANT PLUSl’att Walsh, freshman journalism major, sealed
her
111,1rmisring,
at the lel I. compared the "bouffant" of her nits blue, flounced petti-Beautiful.
Nitss Riley not it that nivetin,1 decorated to attract adveis. atoit
h
the pink nylon, ruffled one worn by
Hole
h, junior
coat
Gone al.. the days of
beautiful. Is it real?" lie in people who work a ith hair eon- tention.
bushy -0. wajor. Both petfieoals are front l’helma Richardson’s.
tiosired, his fail. tolling.
stunt is is tinfoil -tit from meeting , fluorescent slaielaces. orange hurAnot her
, . ..,ot rat h-i- anyont else. -Instead Ot reachitw ’raehes and saddles dyed in school
, nasty about iv II , liar tiled of for your hand, they reach for our cvlors. This year’s footwear is del, Miss F,rszuson, -What eoior dye head and start runniniz their fin- initely as feminine as the vioman
CoedsHoop-a-bOngl
did vim use rot her head?"
throzcili youi hair.- she toed. who wears it whether she is goat.:
the styli’ repliod.
Miss Riley will appear as Lisa’s to school in bucks. to the show in
is
By JOANNE WILSON
"W
’’d organdy flounce. It is worn ! I’hy
mph.- he said doubtfully. "It’s mother in the torthcoming Drama !suede flats or vivid Mary lanes
either as a separate slip or as a
I. depart:nem icoduct ion of "Lad> tot dancing in if.
’lie." eivrned in Miss Riley .
Grandmu
e.ps are hack again coverin.:. t oine
irom
r a crinol
But he otaiously didn’t believe in th Dark."
lerinas.
tr.j.)!as1..
that "bouffant’
The pink nylon petticoat o, on’
look, hoops, c:’inolines and 110Mby. Gail liolcontli, junior ’Hoaerous ix-tticoafs are, once again.
gies.. major, ha three raffia s
essentials in th. coed’s wa rdrol
which are tucked together. Made
of a stiff nylon tnaterial, it lass
Grandma often wore four or
a permanent flare which will
five petticoats at OM. (liow. The
gist. fullness to any taserskirt
mrdera trend is a nylon net inn or dress.
perWin hoop, which stays
manent!). Cirtered by one or two
Straying from the usual pinks
swishy petticoats of nylon tri- and white, petticoats are made to
either match or complement the
cot, taffeta, silk jersiey, cotton
outer garments. Violet, lavender,
or organdy.
blue, green and red are the popuRuffles. flounces and stiff eye- lai colors. Some novelties are
lets inlays accentuate the flowing, those of checked or plaid maChoose from the outstanding ring selection at Power’s
graceful lines of the flared, boor - terials that show below the hemt ,
t ant ’fleet .
YOU Sili be pleased with this distincose designs nd the
lines of dresses and skirts.
Patt Walsh. freshman joursolid salues. Comenient termt, make at easy to select a
To stress femininity, accordiannalism major. :s pietured on the
ring of utmost quality %idiom( burdening your budged
left above riv,ieling a navy blue pleated ruffles, embroidered floun/
sheer, silk jer.,--y petticoat. A full ces and net and lace inserts may
71" /
f’
circle. the holt’ siip is fringed with be seen beneath sheer silk, nylon
/l
r 12 in. pink ;.!-I white ernhroider - or ocgandy slang-MT attire.
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Prq,i’,,’s recommends solitaires. because it’s the center
diamond that toullIA. Ws I,. tits v the crte.,,os illustrAts.1
ate today’s hots! solitaires Choice of lain %dims soh
15Kw tote gold or entin an taK white gold MatItin J.;
baradegroom wedding rings, with or without diamonds.

from C.98
UP TO A YEAR TO PAY!

HOFFMAN’S
SWEATER SHOP
II SOUTH SECOND STREET

100 to ’500

Four Superb Solitaires

...priced occoriliog to do diamond

ixoociceo)

NO MONEY DOWN
NO INTEREST, NO CARRYING CHARGES

91 SO, FIRST STREET
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State of Mind Investigated

Fr Ida).

ft. Ii1:1:.%11.1 RILES.
. ,’.seover how many,
In ()!,:.
people aie acquainted with the!
Mental Health service in San Jose,
members of Dr. George ;Sluench’s
Advanced Mental Hygiene class
polled 488 students, hou.sewites,
and businessmen last week.. The
service is one of two agencies in
San Jose which prosides help for
mentally -disturbed persons.

/(

,-solts showed a general
....wledge and sophistocainsrit mental health and its
titrarment, Dr. Muench, associate
psychology, said.
of
. r.ifreshmen.
.,I
es nee ia I ly
than the oth-

Va

Eplaining the need of adequate knowledge about mental

health, Dr, Muench noted that
one in ’!..0 persons still spend port
of his life in a mental hospital, and one in ten still he dist imbed sufficient!) to require
t)pe of professional help. i
ho,pital I
141(ied. "One
t
bed., are filled with patients suf-’
tering front mental illness and at
least 50 per cent of those people
going to their doctors for physical
problems are suffering from psychological ones."
The poll was conducted as part
of a Mental Health week campaign to rais, funds for the Mental Health service. "This is the
first campaign in the country con_
ducted to obtain funds for mental
I ’sub clinics." Dr. Muench said.
It sufficient I
Is are not
ialeil in the count% to support
thi 3,1eatal Health venice here.
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Famed Fit!
Trim Design!
Sound Leathers!
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cella tif thy patients have
SJ
studpnts. he said.
Ali.ather tit Psi Chi, oat loss
ips3.choltigy fraternity, an. tri;,,
fling tables this week at local d.
partment stores. They will Mine
!out pamphlets, answer question,
and take memberships for th,
’lernhership costs S’..t

5. Out of every 100 persons In
our country, how many do you
think ’Ain spend some time in a
hospital for polio or infantile
paralysis ?
The correct answer, Dr. Mlfencli
said, is less than one. The .
group of answers was 15 i
hi every 100, and 34 per criti of
those questioned believed this tti
be correct,

The problem of mental iliness
one of the most outstanding in th,
countr), according to Dr. Muench
Noted psychologists and psychiatrists agree that it is one of
the basic causes of what ails th,,
world today.
A competitive society may he
one factor which contributes to
the large percentage of mental
, illness, Dr. Muench said. Such a
society fosters insecurity, and "insecurity is the root of all mil" he
concluded.

Save Time
8-Hour Service
"Bachelor Shirt Laundry"
Shirts in at 9:00

Out at

5:00

re oin ,

one minor,

d.

5

)101

s11,

I. What is polio or Infantile
paralysis ?
Little or no idea-- sample answer: "dreaded disease"; per cent
12.
Vague ideas --"paralyzing disase"; 35 per cent.
Good ideas "virus disease causing paralysis of the muscles and
nerves." 23 per cent.
1. What is meant be mental
illness?
Little or no ideas: Sample answer: "caused by worry"; 49 per
cent.
Vague idea - "inability to adjust
socially": 35 per cent.
Good idea- "inability to deal effectively with personal and environmental tensions"; 30 per cent.
3. If you or a member of your
family needed professional help
with a mental or emotional problem, ashen- noudd you go?
here ranLfiat from "to
nswr
3t; per reel .tating
a lass:.

Dr. Illueneh said. In
three years of eIstenee. ’3 lair

PA,

prf 111k,

.
I that they would see their physiDiscussing po I resu .
inch said that the attitude of the cians, and 32 per cent saying they
older people was that, "Mental would visit a PsYchialirisl. Only
disturbance is a personal problem 6 per cent said they would go to a
iind the person must work it out mental health agency,
tor himself."
4. Out of every 100 persons
Poll information on the bust- , in our country, how mans du
students’
and
housewives
llissmen,
you think still spend some time
ssas as follows:
In a mental hospital?
cona
was
The first question
explainThe correct answer is five perMuench
trol qtastion, Dr.
d. so that the information people sons in every 100, 50 per cent of
had of infantile paralysis and men- the people guessed between one
and 10.
tal health could be compared.

golden Wetft
Dry Cleaners
25-29 South Third St.
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BOSTONIANS

Closed
Sundays
’ITT’

gerfvar

DRIFTED SNOW

10 lbs.

93c

Clover -Sage or
Or

8 oz. 18’
1 lb. 33e
2 lbs. 59e

.01/

1 LB. CAN
WHEAT Hums
46 oz.

44c

87c

CHESTNUT

Confadina

VEAL

PEACHES

A Mansfield original that caught on from the very
Note the new folded tip. A shoe that’s
neat trim, in modern styling.

start!

7c

_

6 oz.
Jar

CAN

11

Tomato Sauce

46 01.

2’ 2 CAN

40c

Del Monte

NO, 2

8 oz. CAN

12c

TALL CAN 22c
34c

3
Cans

25c
CAN

1.+40,1’N’OORE.
40 SOLIT+I F’114.ST S1P4FT

Sundays

HONEY

PANCAKE AND
WAFFLE MIX

STURDY

Closed

SIOUX BEE

Roue

$13.50

Piz
!STAMPS

13‘
27C

CAN

4 CANS

25’

29C

TASTY RIPE

APRICOTS or
PEARS
2’ 2 can 25C

49.9/;

$45

our

0/

Cogclion

many

3 9. 95

59.95
Reny earhola

$45

XII
Photographs by
Zimmerman
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Sex Appeal of Flapper
Zero With Modern Male
.111.1174i7VE Pg TiTT
s.,
I pfire a
If1.1. in the
of our coontry when tern01.fir ’tines were reit of (4..{(10.#1
!- cot-, -fsie years ago ti:.
ves eMosing Wi-ri iii fro. road
ihr-se weren’t exactly fashion.
ottle
We all have -awn pictures of the
(Lopes. with her rouged knees and
Pods. liut we would
is ,,.4.t
psiibably stand and gawk if one
oi
ifirs,,,is of the re134-11-14 1.40
t3-14.

to-tbe

s

Po.

’tf

01.-1

A White Touch To Be in Vogue, Choose Lip,
For U ardrobe \ail Colors To Match Costume
Is Spring Fad

>loll
I Ofi rITIS
that the). ferlot,1
there, and its fashionable to wear
x%h.te with blaek.
rite
them rolled down.
You esen pretirred bare feet brown navy red or gre,in nun
(they looked good on Daisy Mae so) color. white is essential
Nokurno. to the fruit boot she n
It IRAS he A (lover: trim ea :a
wore They had pointed to., Swihat or shoes: collar. and
aarr.
bow
ms’s-ad of Meat.: teal in a
cuffs: or merely stitchinz on a
that iroserott
root.
/ .afitt
(wit.
A coat ijall ....%er up ?ht. co,
sa hie
i"-!,
tunw, IOU thought ’.he put on
p..sirl butt. n. 1.11
an orange affair with fur ruffs. ott 5" :110. .51(-1
add
mot unh, on the sires,. but C10441.?,(1 shorti,. gloves, will
.i any dress ensernts:.
around Ito- knees. The whole

thing reminded you of a football
lea.ot shoring the Mapper
,s bessorninz important as
with a bead and
didn’t hair 14/ ss..rrs
.4
X di
a contrast color in sho,s. A
She waved her g,dit cigarette style is the black pate
I lir
...boo
ree.ret the is
..
holder in the air act asked you white kid binding :
r.
so the wrong
rano- of iiir ci mateh. "rhere’s no match for v.. hit.. !
1. tf.
I. .1 i mason
!
this outfit, was sour only thou.!,
r ..... ng ntaro Is omen.
Umbrellas are becoming popro. oi the male 5. :ired
That evenin_;
you rebest gal .hould gre-t yid turned your date to the boarding ular again. particularly those
iti sw.t1 us the flapper house, two minute.. before lock- with white furls sad black handith all
’odd probably flunk out, arid retired to your respective les. whack ohen worn
..it dricrinent Ie./. son tair-: hole -in-the -wall, you saw a sight
black and one ..the, touch of
to ho: that any modern man could not
obit... such is 3 handkerchief or
Sfill could be oint
le
- here their ars. very levy! help but appreciate, your fai.orite
glue that :oddest air of
e
rircAser.
picture of Marilyn Monroe
plass- ol a smooth -fit t
A special feature in the use
re re -sweater that has its ,
t white is sritchirrz un handhao,..s a:.!.
I.
-11.- SS(.111.1 be wearing some,
Add -it attractions are mate.
(iii I.bosse that fit like
iy
Wear a flower in your button in
wallets and kev cases wr
floor sack with arm holes, and. hob- or tucked to your waist
band. white pearl button closures.
looked big enough for two of her. Dis Vishnu] world
has provided
lie that Jewell y too
:g a long-wasbal fwnintedi al- fake flowers to
fit everyone’s touch of white. Rhinestone,
1.0).11 10111 would call
l?
...betbook They range from purloot anothiI ple lose,
will
ti, daisies that look like pearl, set in dainty- pins
ii, hiatorn ii Ili.- they should be nodding
in the matching earrings are most etirsa hal- liteete
,
d into
fectiLe w,th solid .._!ai.s and black
. shws
that so inotil...1 sip
o
’itherie pookterstoods
knee length plraIrd *Lori
ro,sold fake the pia, ui the long
.1.-roolerirloog wool .skirt
s,-11 lord often .ren her o,.,rlog
p4.r...14.4111% .411
!hot kirf had
It wan, hot this Ileine Iller -legs
slw.ot I
the
41444411. .1114
S.
...11thrittr,
-ore la faint
11 pelt Melo ;ma
prolr the leg
I.. roe In the hatsk %sod "sport.
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Button Blossoms

pinky red; "Candy Apple’- lay
. Milkmaid. a Warm red shade tiend.
ed with -a little pink; "Nigh!
Flash" by Peggy Sage. a rice
According to a recent article in brown -red: "Love That Red" by
Sesenteon, at no other time than Revlon, a true red: "Lively Talk"
the present have colors of fabrics by Helena Rubinstein, a berglind,:
and lipsticks and nail polish been anti -Sea Coral.’ by Dorothy Gray
idarvelously coot dinated.a bright orange-pink cn a -iii
bas
In fact. the articl- revealed. it!
is almost impossibie to wear a!
-Blush Rose" is the perfect hp.
dress. or any. other outfit, for stick to wear with black, no%
id
lipstick,
suitable
which there isn’t a
gray. "Candy Apple" is a tine ern,
and polish.
phasis for gold and taupe. "Ni4ht
Th.. newest shades of polish and: Flight" may be worn with yellows
Lostick include "Bhoh Rose" by! and "Lhely Talk" accents broAns
is a deep and green.
i 7 ihet h Arden.
With the advent of new colors
in fabrics and fashions, new colors
in liputicks and nail polish are inev Stable.

DELICIOUS
ITALIAN DINNERS
featuring
HOME-MADE RAVIOLI
COmE AS YOU ARE

Hot Food To Tels Ost

WEEK 0AYS--$1.40
ISOLIDAYS$1.60
SUNDAYS
Pr’-ote Bee4,e1 Room

SPAGHETTI, QT. 65c
RAVIOLI, QT. 75c
A quart of each feeds sit.

Colman’s

;0,01

0; I. oil

I..

I

THE ITALIAN RESTAURANT
0311, 11.30

A.M. to 9:00 P.M.Sof. and Sun. Until 9:30 P.M.

175 SAN AUGUSTINE STREET
Downstairs
CY 4-5045

185 South First Street
338 :,coln Avenue
320 University Avenue

San Jose
Willow Glen
Palo Alto
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Our matched denim coordinates are +^e sunniest fuo-toos
of Ow season .
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end each piece is

foul want lots for. the

SUITIller

oilseed.

so

pleasingly priced

The new touch s

pin-poird woven deft and the alerting

cat of each piece.

Cap
Jacket
Shorts
Sun -top

OPEN A 90 DAY FASHION ACCOUNT PAY
I

$1.25
$4.98
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Be Lucky, Go Stvlewise Fuda%
Accessorv-mad Fashion Horrifies Coed
Says Male Fashion Kin
153- ED JACOUDOWSKV
Thes being a Leap Year, it is
oc,eesary that men pay the utmost
attention to their looks if they are
to he one of the "lucky ones- who
gets asked the big question.
As Pvt.!, man knows. "In the
a.. youire, woman’s lancy
This Line of the year, beach
outings art- in stle, The noire
di.crineinating young man lei!!
he .een uearing a pair of very
chie pleated cotton trunks with
,.ter-all print of cavorting
orauge end black tigers.
1. -e -r in the evening, he will
don !not perennial standby, skyblue denim trousers with neatly
peg:ect cuffs. A gractical Hawaiian
print. ihort sleeved seersucker, will
be hie choice for a shirt for the
evening. On his feet he will wear
a pir of simple, one-buckle sandals with these delightful crepe

Bracelets are designed to let the
By JO KOSs5IfINN
re, ant to be Asters, primroses
; Once’ upon a time, long before and purple carnations peek out . man of your desire know what’s
our n.ll-dres..ed man still dress I the invention
of the bubble gum i from low bodices and dangle be- coming off at the slightest glance.
casually. A plaid tuxedo jacket, machine, back in the dark
You can select from jewelry that
ages.
preferably with green and ’llow I a handekerchief was used when witchingly over one ear. They are Elastic’s "stop, go. it’s past lockout
as the dominant colors, still look you had a cold, flowers bloomed pinned by devious methods to tail - or all right boy you’ve. had your
outlier!) alien combined uith I in dirt and a cow bell hung al ound lit shoes or hung by booby peas coney’s worth.uhite flannel slacks, * Moe and !the neck of the purple cow.
from coat lapels Carmen is still .
Famide crest. are .t di in
uhite polka clotted sweater ee.t,
wco ahead though. She wore hers %ogle... 51 ear around ...fir ay. I.
NM%
P have the era of gold- in her teeth and managed to roll
and blue suede oxfords.
sJoitsil ot your lather’. ’MIMIen hair pin., sponsored by lieor- her own at the’ same time
tion in life.. bit III oh I
Even se
Out king around th.
geou.
ieorge, Initialed paper
VIINIVI joint. it 111..% a pi
yard, eveo conscient ious man
Minature fcrris wheel., spinnapkins, plastic beer bottle, and
her, and a rubber check at a
wants to look his best. For the
et, and horses, one third natural
the adeent of the accessory.
background of bee dull.. r bin*
most part. he will wear those
sire. dangle from ..nr", virists.
if he’s a banker, One of the
traditional dark blue denim Les
NO longer do you wad your ink - necks and skirt hems.
t h in g the designe r inivrd on
that ever -so-long -wearing eleven stained hankie in your pocket. You ;
this one is that thej’re great
suet
to
supposed
j..v,elry
Your
is
ounce material. turned up at the throw it casually around your
protection in eau’ anyone .hoots
Ile.
you’re
your
0,i-son:Oily.
If
bottom so that two inches of the neck, tuck it in your belt, tie it
at you,
undei -side of the material give it in your hair or around your mid- ; gay. mad type who enjoys the EngArise men’. How long can you
contrasting appearance.
riff. No matter what you do with lish titles in French moan.’...
! choose your earrings to sweep your go on being careful in ease you
it.
it
looks
as
it
you
were
trying
Daring orange and fluorescent
I shoulders. Or, if you’re quiet and ’ get stabbed with Mary laiirs hat
lime argyles, worn under a pair to hide a spot.
Idrink beer through a straw, wear pin or strangled to death wrapped
of dashing two-tone oxfords, comThe products of April showers mother of pearl set in pink rhine- ;up in her five loot rope of stowbine to give a delicate effect.
’ lated pink pearls
sprout in places they were never stone

So...mining a ukelele before an
ripen fire on the beach, he will be
eter of attraction for every
ili;
present.
Foe an ex.-sling at the club.

Anything Goes
In Spring Hose
SW sings are either disappearing o becoming. more elaborate.
The... are two predominant
styles ’his season, one which gives
that bare -legged look and the
other ..chich draws attention to the
stocking
Stocaings unable to be seen are
being worn with sandants and
evening
A naked heel is eSlientii-0 with the popular heelless
shoes
Some stoci:Cues are designed to
he worn wilt. strapped sandals.
with a division between the toes
for the thongs.
Sometimes termed the "shocking stockings" for evening wear,
Sri’ sneer rhinestone -dipped nylons.
and those with black velvet bows
On the heels or a string of seed
pearl’ up the seam.
Emphasizin4 slim and shaply
ankles al’,
r,.en
heel designs
which include ateows, diamonds
anti ,riss-crasses.
Colors are important. varying
from the usual browns and blacks
to navy, red and green.
The accent is upon smooth heel
lines that give slender, graceful
curves to the legs.

Tonight

Fabric Gloves
Feature Color
High fashion accessories of the
season are shoete’ gloves that feature fabric, co:or and design, ac-;
cording to the latest style magaSeersucker. shantung, doublemoven etattin etid nylOn, which
are used interchangeably for palm
and back sides according to the
design, are among the newest materials for summer gloves.
Striped and c:iecked sheers in
red, chartreuse .end navy will ad’
that extra wen to solid eccioredl
dresses or suits.
Pleated or scalloped cuffs, swagger stitching or beaded edgings;
give each glove individuality that I
will suit every ct f. desire.
")T-

.

rzter Crazy?

Vainie mato:Raise has finally done
it has driven one of its fashion ;
copy wirters in-ane. In the Ape
11 issue, the poor thing says
clothes are still wearable if they
have a "delinite feeling of the ,
normal body.Tch! Tch! (.en another page what ’
appears to he the same writer;
suggests that everyone use
hYl" if your skin is -minus" land
most skims are). I wonder where all old fashioncopy writprs zo
The pig, if I ant nallitinisktaen.
Supplies us sausaee, ham and
bacon.
Let others say his heart is big.
I call it stupid of the pig,

and Tomorrow

is your

last chance. to see one of the Best
Revehies in
HELLO"

G

rd

in

Years

"KISS

the Morris

Auditorium at 8:15 o’clock.

ME

Dailey
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Base ballers Clash Today
With San Francisco Dons
B,t

%I 1 IMF

home run (if the
blows he chased
;ft Iiifi
th, ’horn,. nine runs. Miller now leads
11. ha the t.oart-ins in every hitting de.; !..r
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;-,1
I,a, h., pa::.,,ent except ethl..n bases and
;
trees on Pas. His 21, hits include
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,: .111i- I
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enterfirlder Joe Bonfigiiii’s
tans aill mo.i
etiate..,..11 The
it, Sacramento State nine in a .303. shortstop (Maki- Camara,
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photo hy Parker
here oith too nien on Nisi- to tie up the gallle
ruiningcenter
tram
against the San Diego Nasal I’
7 tii 7. The Golden Raiders came through oath
a run in the ninth inning to edge mit the sailors
In the gaitir last orek.

tilt is being
Baseball Night
trlased at Illninnds field
Ph the Spartans
Last
trounced the sacramentioans in
a doubleheader in Municipal
here. :lel :snit 7-3. Pilstatii
1 hers Johnny Ilittliani, olio may
night’s gi
.
start
t lllll rum
unit Jim I’orilins hurled the don ear III :1111114 ing !seven
vi Ins,
1111111.
hits in their triumphs.
Andy Miller is
I ..f t
I ieldei
ci ,unt. ii upon be Nlentor William&
I. simply the kitting power in the
eleati up slot In a bitting yam, page last
k the wet gardenct
bits in lb trips to
.hheted
inn*.
the phite to raise his halting averrt:iu Aiming the
ii:.’ I.. a patent
tuts %,;1, Rio doubles i triple and

pinkie, is stroking .278.
it her regulars and their averages, not including the California
baseball game, are: .Bob Pooh.,
catcher. .263: Bill Pitcher, third
base, .255: First Baseman Dick
Brady, .235; Catcher Harvey Del
Buono, .298; Second Baseman Ron
Palma, .232: and Bob Chives, Second base and shortstop, .10a.
The ’second stringers and pitchers are batting the following: Pit_
cher Oldham,
400;
Outfielder
Its I ph (*bland. .348; Ou!tf iehrt
Milt Manouldan, .250: Pitcher
Doug Boehner. .200; (lair Parkin.,
pitcher. .158; Jack Richards, in- I
field. .133; Pete Fazio. pitcher
.125: Pitcher Jim Collins, L)911
and Outfielder Jack Goetting. Ails;
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Spartan Athletics

Daily Report on

Vroom Reveals
thletic Awards

Donald kid I, Jack Montgomery, Dick Bender, Terry Ulrich. Carl Anzalone, Gary Patrick,
’Cliff Ralph, Jon Petersen, Norman
Carter; managers: Bill Hurst, Dan
Gonsalves, Dick Garcia, Jim Burdock, Don Harmon.
GYMNASTICSVarsity: Russ’ ell Rabeneau, Mark Hildebrand,
Irvin Faria, Ronald Bryan. Manager: Fred Postal.
WRES’i LING -Varsity:, FranWaxham, John Jackson, Al Ca.
dena, Jean Snyder, Ralph Morocco, Jim Van Houten, John Mel.
index. Tom Payne. James Eliot,
Joe Ross, Joe Tiago, Kay Toyota,
’Joe Thornley, Jonas Robledo, Bob
Roebuck. Manager: Perry Peightal and Dan Gonsalves.

Golden Raider
Vroorn,
Jert.y
has
graduate athletic manager,
announced that varsity awards
have been approved for 42 college athletes in wrestling, boxing,
basketball and gymnastics.
He also announced that 20
freshmen in basketball and boxing
and 16 managers in winter sports
will receive awards.
Varsity:
BASKETBALL
George Clark, Elmer Craig. Duane Baptiste, Lee Jensen. Mort
Schur, Jack As ma, Donald Ed LUC
Deming, Stanley
%sank,
Vlacholz; freshmen: Dick Brady, Dick Zimmerman, Bill kid fir, Harold Iljelm, Nesit Hodgson, Carroll
Williams, Dick
Kuhn, Peter Peterson, Mark Riley; managers: Toni Bair, Ed
VI
Is, Bob Ilerman, Al Ford,
Klein, Loren Lansberry, Ti,,.
John Friedenback and 31ariiiii
Mangiola.
BOXING Varsit y: Donald
Camp, Jerry Stern, Bill Mendosa.
Stanley Marcil, Darrell Dukes, Joe
DeSoto, Al Accurso, Ernest Paramo, Vic Harris, Charles Adkins.
Ed Heinrich, Paul Reuter, Ted
Springston, Vince Malone; freshmen: Massey Utsunomiya, Mike

Guerrorn,

Spartan Boxers
Prep for 01\ mpies

Roy Ilarlbert in Air Force
Roy Ilurlbert, former sports editor of the Spartan Daily, is currently receiving his basic training
at
Parks Air Force base near
Pleasanton.
On completion of his indoctrination course, he will be assigned to
Air Force’s information school at
Fort Slocum, N.Y.
Ifurlhert, an outstanding journalism major, was graduated from
Ph,’
collect, this February.

I

Of the Spartan boxers now
working out in the Men’s gymnasium, National Collegiate Athletic Association 139 lb. Champion
Chuck Adkins maintains the best
possible chance of qualifying for
the 1952 Olympic boxing squad,
according to numerous boxing authorities who have seen the Gold en Raider pet-form.
Among the former Spartans
who are trying out for the Olympic squad noted authorities feel
that 125 lb. Amateur Athletic Union ’Mist Mac Martinez is the
most capable performer.
Coach Dee Portal is currently
helping thee two boxers get into
shape in the little gym of the
Men’s gymnasium.
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Ii htikorkut vi ill h -ad 1,1 Spartan tennis mates against .6.
Stanford Indians this aft; i ;
at 1 ii’clnek on the Farm ri,
Stanfind as usual has .3
good net squad I his Near, hut
local team should gne the In
limns plenty of trouble sine,.
ranked is the top todepend.northern California
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PRESS BOX CHATTER
By
WALT ROESSING
BRONZAN ALMOST IN UNIQUE POSITION
If former University of Indians coach CLYDE SMITH hadn’t
been named head football mentor at Arizona State college at Tempe
last week, Spartan grid coach BOB BRONZAN might have been in a
very unique position.
BRONZAN had applied for the Arizona coaching job and was
considered to be among the top candidates, If he had been chosen as
the Tempe mentor he would have been coaching a team through
spring practice which the Arizona Staters meet next fall. The Spartans and Arizona State meet in Tempe on Oct. 4. This college is luck
it will have the talented mentor on its side of the fence in that game.
TIGERS GOING THROUGH SPRING DRILLS; TOO
College of Pacific’s football squad currently is in the midst of i
their spring training drills while the Spartans complete their early
practice sessions this afternoon in the Spring -Bowl game. Sixty candidates have turned out for the Tiger team, including 21 lettermen.
In accordance with National Collegiate Athletic ’association rules, the
Spartans’ arch rivals are holding 20 spring drills, endingMay 23.
TOM McCORMICK is the top Tiger out for the sessions. He is
the man the locals will have to watch when San Jose meets College
of Pacific on Oct. 18 in Stockton. McCORMICK is slated to break
every COP rushing record in the book during the 1952 season and
Fullback ART. LIEBSCHER is counted upon to take up the slack foi
departed star, EDDIE MACON, in forming a one-two scoring punch.
WOMEN TO RUN IN RELAYS
Not satistied with having high school, junior college, college, athletic club and unattached athletes run through a great variety of
events to draw in the spectators, the Modesto Relays director, TOM
MOORE, has said that some events for women may be held this year
in the annual track and field meet. This would be the first time that
women have competed in the Modesto affair. The women may be
allowed to run in the relays May 17 because it is an Olympic year.
It seems that these relay meets are getting out of hand. Some of
these track circuses even allow grammar school athletes to participate. Every town, in the future, is going to want to hold a track meet
just to got the crowds into the trading area. In the last couple of
sears this type of session has been springing up all over the country
Long held affairs like the Fresno Relays. Penn Relays and Texas
Relajs are alright, but next year even Cucamonga, Anaheim and
Azusa may get into the act.
NCAA CHANCES FADE AS LOCALS LOSE
the Spartan baseballers want to continue in the running for
the cost of Eighth district !representative of the National Collegiate
Athletic association, they had better improve their record in a hurry
and not blow another doubleheader like they did at Stockton last
Saturday. The locals, who now have won 11 and lost 8, are considered
in the running for the NCAA berth along with Stanford, Southern
California, Fresno State college and the northern representative oi
the Pacific Coast Conference, at the present time.
After the Pacific Coast conference North-South playoff May 3’7
31, the independent Fresno Staters or Spartans could challenge tli.
%sinners to decide the Eighth district choice for the NCAA baseball
finals at Omaha, Neb., June 12 through 16. The independent will
the EEST record could challenge the PCC winners, that is At It.
momcnt the Fresno Bulldogs have a much better average than ti:.
Golden Raiders and they split a two-game series with the supposedb
"mighty" Trojans in the Raisin city last weekend.
The choice of the Eighth district team is strictly up to thie.
coast conference coaches; ROD DEDEAUX of Southern California
CLINT EVANS of California, and RALPH COLEMAN of Oreg.:
State college.
It isn’t an impossible task. The Spartans could be the NCAA
choice if they can shake the injury jinx. Shortstop Cookie Camara’,
loss svas one of the greatest blows the squad could have received at.
First Baseman Ed Hallberg was just beginning to hit when he -7 fered a broken leg. Camara may return to the lineup today to a.
local. in their game with the lop-notch University of San Fra:,- Dons
.44 tough schedule faces the Golden Raid -r., during the ri.mal.
regular sosson. The campus baseballers nost mix with San Fri,
twic7, Santa Clara, Stanford, Sacramento State, and Fresno
four times. The locals’ have beaten the Dons twice. the Broncs
Sacramento twice, and lost to Stanford twice. Fresno State alai
Spar’ails havon’t clashed yet.

PRE -INVENTORY
!SALE!

Spartans To Vie in Relays
7 half the team for the 880 relay.
By BILL TUNNELL
Perry Peightal, in placing fifth,
Spartan tracksters are schedwas clocked in 21.3 and Ivan Sumuled to leave this afternoon for
mers, who ran a 21.7 earlier in
Fresno to compete in the 26th,
the .ear before the flu laid him
annual 1N’est Coast Relays tothor-!
low, was caught in 21.5.
row afternoon and evening at
Ouen Moore, +also has yet to
Ratcliffe stadium. From all
run a 220 this season. isill probcations, this being an Olympic
aid) make up the last leg of the
year, the meet will feature some
tram. Moore uas the winner of
of the greatest track talent e%
the quarter at Stockton I’S I’!’
assembled on one track.
Burnett in 45.1 and has heen
Coach Bud Winter will take
clocked in 48.3 this seas. n,
three relay teams and a number
uhich indicates he is capable of
of his best field men in hopes
running in the 21’s on au, gi%en
of keeping up with the powerful
day.
entries of Inhersits of South The mile relay team also has a
era California, Stanford, Vallgood chance to cop honors, being
fornia. and UCLA, and fnli non entered in the college class. This
California schools who an. sendteam, in addition to the two top
ing full entries, the Unhersity
half milers in the nation, Burnett
of Oklahoma and 1h.. Unhersity
and Moore, will have Albn Barof Oregon.
! thlomew, who has been clocked
An 880 relay team will be enin the low 50’s this season, and
tered which appears, on paper, to I
either John Bollinger with a hest
be one of the strongest in the natime of 50.9 or the potential
tion. Walt Burnett, clocked in an
Olympian in the 40()-ineter hurunofficial 20.8 for thc 220 Saturdles, Paul Dennis. Dennis IS still
day in the Stockton Invitational,
recovering from his second injurj
will undoubtedly anchor the half
of the season, a pulksi leg muscle,
mile team. Burne t t, although
which he suffered three weeks
given an official third in the
ago in practice. He has been offiStockton 220. appeared to most
cially cloziked in 49.6 for the quarof the people at the finish line
ter this year. 7
to have beaten Bob Hudson, offiBob McMullen, the sensational
cial second place man, by at least
two feet. 011ie Matson, the stn- distance man for the Spartans,
sational sprint man from Univer- and a strong candidate for the
sity of San Francisco, was the !Olympic team in the 3000-meter
:steeplechase. will anchor the twowinner in an unofficial 20.5.
In the same race two other mile relay for the %Vashington
Spartans were clocked in the low !Square cinfterrnen.
McMullen has 6441 CIOCk,7(1 ill
21’s and will proltably make up

1:56.4 for the halt this year. Ile
will he joined by freshman Bill
Stephens who rolled to a 1759.1
MO Saturday. freshman Jerry
Emerson who was ca u g ht in
1:59.2 behi nd Stephens in the
same race, and other Jim Grant,
capable of hitting in the 1:57’s.
or the injured Bob Anderson. who
maj be sufficiently recovered to
rtas one of his 1.56s tor the spar.
t ans..
Coach Winter wIll take his
ace high jumper. Herman ’I% y.
att, a ho will meet his stiffest
competition of the ,ear lii Okla
homa’s Dick Jones, uloi has
soared user 61- this season and
the Olympic Clubs Mel Martin.
6 It. 6 in.
Wyatt is undelealtd this s.74 son and has a top jump ot 6 it.
8 in. and another leap of 6 ft.
7 1 8 in. He has hod suffering
from a sore 11..0 tor the pas, 155
netks thieh has kept him at the
lower frights (it 6 It. 1 3 Ft in, and
6 ft. 4 1 8 in but nsu he suttitomornat
ly eceos end h
night to cop the event.
The remainder ot the field men
going to Fresno Will he in Ilse
Bill
same sort of cvmpet at ion
Priddy. who cleared 13 II. 8 3
in. at Stockton will run up against
Bob Richards. the undisputed
champion of the world at the moment. George Nickel in the discus will meet nien like Fortur
Gordien, world record holder. and
Sins bless, 182 It earlier thus
sea,on
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Americans Prep for Olympic Games
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USShows Europe Sul"anselaim Fr"Id% mfi q
Right To Fight Atomic Energy To Add
In U.S. Army New Industrial Power

Democrac Ideas
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aders American democracy in and
American taxes from
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al rings
The schools will
ovate room and board facilities.
I’S. production know-how.
Under the special "workshop"
Th e MSA estimates its share ot
program sponsored by the three the
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groups. the Mutual Security Ag- total. The
European countries will
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ire frotit 17 Marshall Plan coon_
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Defense Department policy is killing it in American Samoa. With
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to spend to recruit these volute
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9 1952’ Coed Describes ’Gifts’
-- Exchange Page -- Of Ideal College Date

So sPARTAN DAILY

Friday,

, Editor’s note: This item comes from the College of Pacific Weekly.
Parenthetical interpolations are the editor’s.

Edited by TOM MARQUIS

The first thing a girl notices is appearance.
likes to see a neatly dressed man. This means not
but also neatness in posture and manner. His hair
fingernails must be clean, etc.
He must be fun to be with, and know how to
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men’s glee club

had no trouble serenading the
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The boys stopped. The zuests
Last and most important, this
man has to think his girl is fairly ’ in the lair, however, put up a prowould have sworn test, The waitress soon dropped
wonderful. I
money was going to come in here. a paper napkin message on their
For you men who table:
somewhere.)
"The City of Grand Rapids
are looking for a "gal just like
hereby authorizes singing in
the gal of dear old dad," you must
this bar."
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According to its masthead. the
University of Minnesota Daily has
the "World’s Largest College Circulation."
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In

a tearful :etter to the editor
of the Michigan State Daily, seseral coeds explained: "During the
four years that Gilchrist hall has
been in existence, we have won
only one small trophy.

snack music
little tails

"About two weeks ago some
happy little soul filched it. . . .
Now we would like our little trophy back again. Won’t some noble
heart return our treasure?"

to
Cs"

The reason they must have it
back, the coeds explained, is because they plan to buy a trophy
case.
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Your next trip to the beach can have that added
zest with the gang enjoying delicious tid-bits
of Kormelkorn.
now
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Come on in and browse.

See DICK WAGNER --- KARMELKORN

BOYS STORE AND HOBBY SHOP
FIRST NEAR SAN CARLOS
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Radio City Awes S.F. Scribe
Truman’s ’Control. Talk
Friday May 9 1932

(Editor’s Note: This epic was
penned by a former San Francisco State college student who
is now touring New York and
vicinity, courtesy of Uncle Sam.
His remarks appeared in the
Golden Gater.)

fortunate enough to be sitting by.1
After a while, people in the lower
regions began shifting around in
their seats, and I eventually lost
sight of the gaily colored rectangle. The movie was over.

The other night I went to Radio
City Music hall. There were long
lines waiting for general admission ($1.50), and reserved seats
($2.40) were sold out. A doorman guarding the outer box office
and lobby took pity on a lowly visitor to the city and spared me
both the hours of waiting and the
price of a ticket by letting me in
free.
Grand Foyer
Once inside, I proceeded into
the "Grand Foyer" and desperately. clutched for some kind of support as I became a little woozy
from a glance ceilingward. It was
merely enormous.
Recovering my composure. I
was then directed by a chain of
of command to a bank of elevators, one of which carried me to
the first of three balconies (coyly
called "mezzanines"), and eventually I was shown to a seat. After
a few minutes I became aware of
a fluctuating panel of colored light
somewhere in the dim regions ahead of me, and I glanced at my
program. At first I was unable
to make it out, but all of a sudden
a gleam of light frotn a 40 carat
rhinestone worn by the woman on
my right, enables me to read that
tonight’s movie was "The Greatest Show on Earth."
I managed to perceive that
there were moving forms on the
screen but was unable to distinOne
form.
guish personalities.
which I believed to be Dorothy
Lamour for at least 15 minutes,
was suddenly given a bath by another form carrying a large brush.
I never did figure it out.

Out of Nowhere
All at once a section opened up
in the wall to the left of the stage,
and an organ appeared ridden by
a man who began to play on a few
of its five-tired keyboards. His
medley was soon over, and he disappeared from whence he came.
Then there was the distant sound
of an orchestra and soon, with a
magnificent flourish, an 85 piece
orchestra rose out of the pit playing some tune or other. When it
reached stage .level it began to
drift upstage, and, once it had
achieved that, it began to rise
again to a height of about 25 ft.
and was then partially concealed
by blue gauze, covered with hundreds of gaudily twinkling electric
"starlights." This was followed
by a lavish classical style ballet
whose gyrations, pardon me, choreography. resembled 25 people suffering from a dose of cyanide.
They were aided, or abetted, by
one lone male dancer in plum -colored tights whom the audience
promptly
labeled "the purple
flash."
This hogwash finally over, we
came to the portion of the program that I had been waiting for
-Mr. Rockefeller’s "El tea." diminutively referred to as "Rockettes."
Shifting Stage
All this time whole sections of
the enormous stage kept shifting
and lowering, and I was fearful
lest a prima ballerina enter executing a grand jete and vanish
into one of the vacancies in the
floor and exit this life in a truly
spectacular way.

At last, came the Rockettes in
costumes
in minute gradations of
The music was nice, however. I
could hear it through one of the color going from one end of the
auxiliary loudspeakers that I was spectrum to the other. A human

rainbow’ I wept. Mr. Rocket-Ate
that you should do this for us, the
poor common people. Oh, I swear
that we will let you keep your
money. Heaven forbid that we
should be such ungrateful beasts
that we should bite the hand that.
is so generous. Think of it (the
spectacle!) 72 legs kicked one
way; 72 legs kicked the other
way. They left.
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res ’Average Reader

(Editor’s Note: This lei ter hy tairmAyt’s The most p.\,,
from "an average newspaper weapon in the arsenal of Env pe..
pie is truth. Who can say that
reader" comes from the San DiHitler, Peron, Stalin and the er Ilk
ego State college Aztec.)
wets’ sincere in starling the pre,Dear President Truman.
You implied last week that you to "best serve the interest of tie
could trip the handle that would: count ryflush all our freedoms down the’ Their motives are not so imsewer. You didn’t use those words, ’ portant as the effect. Disarmed ef
But that’s the effect of your state- the right to know, we are subject
Striped Satin Pants
ment that you feel you have the, to the mercies of Big Government
Again the orchestra pit rose, right to seize the nation’s news- whether autocratic, bureaucratic
and this time its precious cargo papers and radio stations if it or democratic. When the press is
was 15 cowboys dressed in silken would best serve thee country.
taken under the protect i e wir
puffed sleeves and candy-striped
Such talk is more than a sting- of a gOVernIlleflt it always Is ire-satin pants, silting around the ing slap across our journalistic mediately smothered.
c-o -l-d camp fire with their gui- chops. It’s an ominous theat to!
tars, trailing electric cords, sing- this nation’s most precious possesDictators are ne%er born a
ing "On Top of Old Smoky" in sion the right to know what goes ! 11.1111 as lb., ..%entuall) becomr.
close harmony. After this, the on.
They gct that seas 011Ib alter
whole company, the corps de balthe press, the e,e and ears of
The Aztec is just a dinky litthe pc..ple, goes on the chopping
lett, the bespangled and beloved
tle publication in a field if
block.
Rockettes, and the cowboys all thousands, and vou’re onlv one
appeared waving fuchsia and char- citizen in a nation of millions.
Now GI our rights matters as
treuse ribbons in rapid circles nut see-’re’ part of "the press"
to know what
about their heads. The lights dim- and as important tee our readers greatly as our right
for us, to
med, and the phosphorescent rib- as the Ness York Times is to its the goveinmeen IN doing
us and regains, as
bons glowed breathtakingly in thee subscribers.
Ih...troy our rielit to worship.
hushed auditorium. There was a
We’%ee got freedom of the mess
lump in my throat. I won’t deny in America. This means see can and we can still have religion, for
it. Eighty people waving ribbons, belt the stuffings out of any pub- God is where the human heart
seeks him - at secluded bed seele
just for me!
lic official for his statements and
or in oven
he
nothing
there’s
and
policies,
Slowly the seven and one-half
Snub* ant.% our trial tr jury.
even if he’s
ton curtain, which all this time! can do a bou t it,
final
Ilre
and lee mere
President.
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a
state- occasional just
your
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its 80,000 possible contours, deDiesed e tell out It’! NI M., I Is I 1to give you a good editscended on this joyous scene. The ment was
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eXcI.Pf
human
just
We’re
bruising.
orial
organ reappeared and played "On
goes on, and somehow wee
what
you
to
claw
to
want
to
enreugh
the Sunny Side of the Street."
right the wrong.
hinting can eventually
which coincidentally, contains in pieces verbally for even
Mr. Piesident, you’ve hit 11%
dictatorial
would
you
drop
a
that
its lyrics the name of our benewhere it hurts. That’s why we ale’
,ax on our reeks. But we see more
factor, Mr. Rockefeller.
out our ladders, %crane ;wisdom in meditating than MAUI- dragging
tiling to the roof tops and shouting
It was over. I staggered out. {,
and long.
Mr. President, there’s nmer loud
My mind was reeling from what 1
V.’e ealls got a Nap coming
hcr n a roan in the %%line
I had seen I could die right now
JOE sMITI1
capahle of deciding se bet tier see
and feel happy. I had seen the
Aserage Newspaper Reader
little guys are best sered by
utter supreme culmination of what
- western civilization has been striv- shilltiog off our access ter truth.
One of the biggest events on the
thtlio
of
best
gown
for
the.
Thrf
the
years.
through
down
for
ing
social calendar at the University
Jefferson.
past DaVinci, past Bach, on, on, Washington.
or Arkansas is the Gneimile Ball, A
fulfillment
final
and on until this
Armed’ with the right to know beauty contest is one of the lea of the. promise- the Radio City
and free ballots, we can do OK tore’. of this annual affair
Music hall.

The management and employees of the
Starlight Drive -In Restaurant
want to thank the faculty,
and especially the students,
for their enthusiastic patronage.

At the Starlit

ye:v.’ will always find delicious

and quick, courteous service.
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RESTAURANT
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Campus-wise, there are a lot
of activities crying for st.dent
part kip:Ilion. On ’it her ,,4ages
In this issue a.-te.%e illust-ated
ninny of those college activities.
Non ne’d like to turn the spot’ _A on the citi, and list just
.I iii of the places of entertainment as tillable for Spartans, on
a Spartan budget.
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Movit s
are
an
over-7, pular
weekend delight. San Jo,. ’s ’21
thcaters, including drive-irs, are
hosts to hundreds of studer,’s each
weokend. On the separate --Teens
Art. shows catering to the inter.’.’.t of almost every type ,
student.
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no more Mile jeans on the
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"I’lley’re sloppy, and they don’t
lend i h.. proper atmosphere to the
campus." the student leaders said
in upholding their action.
.
inglrhe coeds retorted in anger. cit.
the following in support of
the casual attire: blue jeans are
easy on the budget, are flottrring
A sensible girl is not as sensible
as she looks, because is sensible
girl has more sense than to look

sensible

On the more intellectua’ sot.-,
’here are the
Civic atidil’orium
eolicerts. stage shows, and operdie productions. Someteh...7g for
1110 sports -minded is also ’,Id at
the Civic wrestling matri

Fit,’ those %ilia prefer %et e
spectator sports, there are
alleys’..., roller
i
ias:rn:,i,1,:italt. skating rinks, and miniNearby
tennis courts.
,...,o...b(1.1:717.., ,I’l’iln.’ ’neii:11 fitI li’4,:itjr,Ii-iskasana(-1
.%lum Rock park is ideal 1,-r ph. w, ii a, ior outdoor ati,,e
nies, and an aftern 000000 siN im.
We’ll go along ’.0th the first
Pools are also open at THP Y’s,
item. but ehtetsing jeans for fiIncidentally, these gyms a-e fitled with body building eq!..;pment
I"’ limi f"r
g"r’. flatt"N is
in the realm of ivishfill thinking
for anyone who wants to improve
Is’ snit our taste. Neither have
his physique in his spare rime.
sir investigated the pajama pos-’
On a quiet Sunday aftc-rnoon
sibilities of denims, but should
museum
Egyptian
there is the
the) be satisfaetory for sleepwhere students can absorb a Ming, perhaps their duty lies inure
tle culture and enjoy themselves
in the realm of the dorm than
at the same time. Rather ji....st curl
the campus.
up with a good book? Thk city’s
I towel. et%
government
censor- Public Library is one of ti-e best.
ship on proper college attire seems
just a little silly. Dress has always
Those special occasions which
been one way in which coeds ex- call for a dine and dance -A-ening
:ereise their ingenuity and individ- will not go to waste in San Jose.
I uality. Let’s keep it that way at There is many a funspot t:. go to
iSan Jose!
for that "special date."
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Coetls’ Jeans

to

Feast your eyes on the
World’s Shortest Car Hops
while you tantalize
your appetite wiTh our
delicious . .
BASKET-BURGERS

Jo JACK’S 111YE-IN
On The Road To Santa Cruz in The Burbank District
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